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US relations with the Middle East in the Trump era at
center of new ʻUncomfortable Conversationsʼ panel
By Amber Chisholm
Staff Writer

The “Uncomfortable Conversations” series continued Thursday,
March 14 with a discussion titled “Fault Lines: The U.S. and the
Middle East in the Trump Era.”
The panel consisted of Dr. Baher Ghosheh, a professor in
the Edinboro University Geosciences Department; Dr. Victoria
Rickard, an assistant professor of political science at Mercyhurst
University; Brian Lasher, a retired Naval officer and current
instructor at the Northwestern Pennsylvania Collegiate Academy;
and Dr. Gerry Gendlin, an associate professor in the history,
politics, languages and cultures department.
After introductions by Chris LaFuria, of the marketing
and communications department, along with interim provost
Dr. James Fisher, Ghosheh began by sharing the opportunity
to join the university in the March 27 “PA Promise” rally in
Harrisburg concerning college affordability. He then transitioned
into describing how the Middle East had entered its current
circumstances.
“Middle East, West Asia and North Africa has been basically a
British domain in the last century, [then] the Ottoman Empire took
over the region, and with the French, divided it among themselves
and eventually created many states, small countries that have
never existed before,” said Ghosheh. “We (the United States) were
late to the game; when we got there the Middle East was highly
fragmented and highly unstable.”
The Middle East is now the most “undemocratic region of the
world,” Ghosheh continued, because the U.S. objective has been to
choose “stability over democracy.”
He further explained that the Pentagon released a report
concluding the Middle East is not a threat to our politics. Rather,
Gosheh said that people in the Middle East do not hate our
freedoms, but our policies. “They hate their governments,” Ghosheh
said, while reading a excerpt from the document, “and they hate
those who support their governments.”
According to Gosheh, Barack Obama was the first U.S. president
to call for peace in the Middle East. “President Trump’s approach to
the Middle East is very different of that of Obama’s,” he said. “His
first foreign visit (Trump’s) was to Saudi Arabia.” From here, Gosheh
described Trump’s comments there as: “We are not here to lecture

Update on
presidential search:
Applications
received, interviews
scheduled for April
By Shayma Musa
News Editor

The presidential search at Edinboro University officially began
Jan. 22, and two months into the process the presidential search
committee issued an update on the progress to The Spectator.
“We are pleased with the application process thus far and the
committee is excited to begin the review and interview phase,”
said Timothy Wachter, head of the committee.
The committee is in search of a candidate to fi ll the president’s
office after the departure of Dr. H. Fred Walker in early 2018.
According to a prospectus released by the presidential search
committee, interviews will begin in early April, and finalists
will be introduced to the campus community in the second half
of that month. The committee hopes to have Edinboro’s next
president appointed by the end of May.
According to information received from the Pennsylvania
State System of Higher Education (PASSHE) records (through a
Right-To-Know Law Request Form), the presidential search for
Walker, which took place in 2016, cost the university $62,579 and
cost $147,339 in total. The search for previous campus president
Dr. Julie Wollman, which took place in 2012, cost the university
$96,645, and cost $136,645 in total. The cost of the current
presidential search has not been released as it is still in progress.
According to interim Edinboro president Michael Hannan,
PASSHE has budgeted a total of $170,000 for the searches at both
Edinboro and Mansfield universities.
Last year, the state system funded four presidential searches:
Slippery Rock, Millersville, Lock Haven and Clarion ($209,445
total spent on these searches). In total, the state system has spent
approximately $2.4 million funding presidential searches over
the course of the past eight years.
Shayma Musa | @edinboronow
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From left to right: Baher Ghosheh, Victoria Rickard, Brian Lasher and Gerry Gendlin speak at an Edinboro panel.
you. You have your own values. We are not interested in whether
you oppress women or whether you imprison and kill journalists.”
Rickard expounded on that comment by sharing some
background information on how the U.S. operates in these
situations. She also argued that the 2018 missile strikes against
Syria serve as an example that no rules are going to bind national
conduct.
Lasher then discussed what Athenian historian Thucydides said
to be the three main causes of war: honor, fear and national interest.
Gendlin continued the conversation by speaking about the
three major U.S. goals in the Middle East, and what they will do to
accomplish said goals. The goals are as follows:
1. Continued existence in Israel, in which U.S. support for them
is “rock solid.”
2. The free trade of oil, which of the world’s supply, 60 percent
belongs to the Middle East, followed by the likelihood of the U.S.
becoming independent from it.
3.) The prevention of other countries from dominating the
region.
The instruments for accomplishing these goals are hard power,

according to Gendlin. This includes military and economic
elements, which Trump is now scaling back on.
The U.S. also incorporates soft power, or “convincing others to
want the same things you want,” according to Gendlin.
Rickard also argued that Trump runs by unilateralism, or onesidedness, disengagement, and no regard for international norms.
Some questions then came from students. A student form
the Middle East questioned the feasibility of a two-state solution
between Israel and Palestine. The speakers agreed this would likely
never happen.
Promoting American values and democracy was one of the final
concerns, to which Rickard recommends multilateral engagement
while promoting stability and more, without necessarily focusing
on the former. Ghosheh added that, “if we’re not going to promote
democracy, let’s not promote dictatorships” of other countries.
The full discussion can be accessed on EdinboroNow’s Facebook
page.
Amber Chisholm | @edinboronow

Pet-friendly housing announced

Restrictions detailed on dog breeds, weight limits and more
By Sydney Dundon
Staff Writer

The reopening of Towers A means the beginning of a new
living option for students: pet-friendly rooms. Towers at Edinboro
University will open back up in the Fall of 2019 and welcomes
students to bring their furry friends. With some exceptions.
For students looking to bring their pets to campus, there’s first
an application process that they must complete. They must also
make sure that the dogs and cats are within compliance with all of
the policies set by the university.
Requirements for animals living on campus include being
up-to-date with vaccinations, being at least six months old, and
having lived with the student and their family for three months
prior to campus move-in day.
Other stipulations are more dog specific. Dr. Stacie Wolbert,
vice president of student affairs, stated that “Dogs must be
40 pounds or less when fully grown.” Wolbert also discussed
restrictions on breeds of dogs. “A mix of any, or any dog that
displays aggression” will not be allowed. Some of the breeds
that Edinboro University includes in that category are Pit Bulls,
German Shepherds, Rottweilers, Dalmatians and Dobermans.
Furthermore, any dogs should have exams for “rabies, distemper
series, and de-worm/fecal,” said Wolbert. Meanwhile, cats should
have exams for “rabies, feline leukemia, distemper series and deworm/fecal.”
Other pets that fall under similar restrictions to cats and dogs
are rabbits, hamsters, chinchillas, gerbils, rats and guinea pigs.
In addition, reptiles and fowl are not permitted, according to the
official A080 pet friendly campus policy. Students are “financially
responsible for the actions of their pet including, but not limited
to: bodily injury, housing damages, and campus damages.”
You can find the entire pet policy by searching “A080” at
Edinboro.edu.
This new living style comes at a time with additional housing
news at ‘Boro, though, as Rose and Earp halls will be closed
starting in fall of 2019.
“Rose and Earp are closing permanently. Highlands are closed
for maintenance and will reopen the next year. The buildings
(Rose and Earp) will be torn down at some point, but I do not
know when,” said Wolbert. Currently, Earp Hall houses OAS
students, as well as a living learning community for honors

The Arts

students. Rose Hall houses OAS students, Edinboro’s ROTC
students and the dining hall. Highlands seven and eight are set to
close as well, however, unlike Rose and Earp, they will reopen in
the fall of 2020.
Rose and Earp halls will, for the time being, join an increasing
number of empty buildings across campus. This list includes
Miller Research Center and Centennial Hall. At this point, the
honor’s program has decided to relocate their living learning
community to Highlands, according to Wolbert.
Students who require special accommodations due to a
disability have the option of the Highlands, where rooms meet
American Disability Association (ADA) standards. However,
Wolbert mentioned that some students might have wheelchairs
that fall outside of those specifications. “We have ADA accessible
rooms in the Highlands, however, some students’ chairs are
beyond those specifications (they would need larger rooms). We
are continuing to investigate the demand for rooms and options
for renovations,” she said.
No announcements have been made regarding whether or not
Rose’s dining hall will be relocated. Wolbert said: “At this time the
university is in the process of evaluating bids for the new dining
contract. I am unaware of any plans for a replacement to the
dining facilities as Rose. That will be handled through the bidding
and negotiating process.”
Sydney Dundon | @edinboronow
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Edinboro will introduce pet-friendly housing next year.

Sports
Taking
illustration to
new levels
Writer Amber
Chisholm covers
“Draw together”
exhibit, A4.

Women’s Basketball season ends at
NCAA tournament, B1.
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‘Burn the patriarchy to the ground’

Beyoncé, ‘Lemonade’ and feminism in music videos topic of Women’s History Month presentation
By Anisa Venner-Johnson
Staff Writer

“I am going to talk to you today about things that are a
little uncomfortable,” said Dr. Rhonda Matthews, associate
professor in the history, politics, languages and cultures
department. What followed was a panel discussion, titled
“Burn the patriarchy to the ground,” which focused on
music icons, black womanism and the evolving definitions of
woman, man and family.
On Wednesday, March 13, Edinboro University hosted its
annual High School Day, and EU would use this occasion
to celebrate Women’s History Month. The day allowed for
students, both college and high schoolers, to participate in
various lectures and activities surrounding women.
Matthews touched on popular culture and controversial
issues, along with the message Beyoncé Knowles and Jay-Z
shared in their recent albums: “Lemonade,” “4:44” and
“Everything Is Love.”
Matthews defined six terms at the start of her lecture:
gender, sex, womanism, feminism, patriarchy and
intersectional.
Matthews explained how, while gender and sex are
often used interchangeably, gender and sex have different
definitions.
The ‘Boro professor defined sex as a biological construct,
consisting of primary and secondary characteristics. Primary
characteristics are genitalia, and secondary characteristics are
body hair, breasts, the broadening of hips and the deepening
of voices.
Matthews defined gender as a social construct and then
capitalized on the established ideology that females are
nurturing and soft while males are strong and not emotional.
She would use the controversial hot topic, Brett Kavanaugh,
to demonstrate that these constructs are not always true.

“All you had to do was watch Brett Kavanaugh’s
confirmation hearing to know that shit ain’t true,” Matthews
said. “We have in our society evidence that gender doesn’t in
fact apply to everyone and yet we persist.”
Gender isn’t the only construct we follow in popular
culture, but patriarchy as well, explained Matthews.
“Patriarchy is a social system that constructs the ways in
which we act...a social system that is predicated upon and
rewards maleness and all the characteristics associated with
it. In a patriarchal system, anything that is considered male
is prized...everything that is not is considered substandard,”
Matthews explained.
She then gave the audience an example of a small
patriarchal act, being that most people have their father’s last
name, and if their parents are married, their mothers do as
well.
Feminism, which Matthews defined as an ideology that
gender and sex are equal, was combined with the basic
objective being the equality of the sexes.
She made the audience question feminism, as she explained
intersectionality. This includes race, sexuality, ability and
religion. “When you are going back to examine equalities
and inequalities, you have to examine it from a much broader
perspective than feminism does. Outside of gender: race, and
sexuality,” she explained.
Matthews finished her definitions with a brief look into
womanism as “an attempt to fix what feminism was leaving
out.”
“You got all the background,” Matthews said as a segway
into Beyoncé and Jay-Z. She continued, explaining the
motivation for Beyoncé’s album, “Lemonade.” After months
of speculation, Beyoncé confirmed that within her album’s
text her husband had cheated on her.
“What ‘Lemonade’ did,” Matthews explained, “was it took

For the love of chocolate
Presentation on famed sweet treat
given in Romolo Chocolates space
By Jake Benhart

Contributing Writer
America loves chocolate. The United
States consumes over 2.8 billion pounds of
chocolate each year, more than any other
country in the world. The charm of the
sweet treat is not lost on anybody, not even
professional groups of scientists.
A Feb. 19 presentation sponsored by the
Erie Section of the American Chemical
Society (ACS), titled “For the Love of
Chocolate,” was given to ACS members,
students, faculty and others interested on
Tuesday evening in Romolo Chocolates’
Sugar room. Sugar, an event space “inspired
by the whimsical worlds of Candyland,
Willie Wonka and Alice in Wonderland,” set
a suitable scene for the event.
As attendees set foot in a building that
used to operate as a bar attached to the
old bowling alley on Eighth Street, they
were bombarded by bright colors and
strong aromas. The room smelled of the
complementary coffee and complementary
chocolates sitting atop the countertops near
the stage where the presentation took place.
The Lollipop trees, gumdrop mushrooms,
gingerbread houses and cotton candy clouds
painted on the building’s interior created
a unique atmosphere. Each table was set
for the attendees with colorful tablecloths.
On top of the tabletops sat a mini-gumball
machine filled to the brim with M&Ms
and a sampling plate of the chocolatier’s
best-known confections. Guests were also
given a raff le ticket to enter for one of four
chocolate gift baskets to be given away after
Steffanelli’s talk.
The presentation began with the story of
how Romolo Chocolates began in the Erie
area.
Romolo Steffanelli, the company’s
namesake, emigrated to America from Italy
in 1906. He grew the business from the
basement of his home on Raspberry Street
in downtown Erie along with his wife,
Elizabeth. The company opened retail space
first in 1955, and the rest was history. The
local chocolate shop, known for its sponge
candy, fresh fruit confections and chocolate
covered cremes, has been growing in the
Erie community for nearly 100 years and
four generations.
Then, the various processes of creating
confections were explained to the chemists
and aspiring chemists in the audience.
The audience was intrigued by the
presentation and asked various questions
about the processes, like how long it takes
to make a batch of sponge candy or the
most difficult part of creating the perfect
chocolate-covered cherries.
Despite the undeniable focus of the
audience, it was difficult not to notice a
constant tick sound coming from the back of
the room.
A retired male ACS member sitting in the
rear of the crowd slowly turned the dial on
the old-style mini-gumball dispenser every
couple of minutes to satisfy his sweet tooth
during the talk. His effort to be discreet

was in vain, but his attention never wavered
from the speaker.
With each confection explained, the
audience was directed to eat the chocolate
being explained by Steffanelli. Almost
everybody was done with the chocolate
before Steffanelli had finished directing
them on which one to eat, and it was hard
not to notice the anticipation as to which
chocolate would be eaten next during his
explanations.
The general process of each confection
was told to the audience, but Steffanelli
withheld confirmation about the finest
details of the production cycle. The specific
type of chocolate the company purchases
was not revealed (“I can’t tell you that…you
know my father,” Steffanelli said). When
asked about how Romolo consistently
produces fresh chocolate-covered fruit,
Steffanelli revealed that the company gets
to hand-pick the best produce from a local
Giant Eagle.
“We get to cherry-pick produce from
Yorktown’s Giant Eagle produce,” Steffanelli
said. “We’ve been doing it from the start,
and we keep up on them to make sure we get
to continue to [do so].”
When the second portion of the
presentation concluded and it was time
to announce the winners of the chocolate
raff les, a sense of excitement took over the
room. As each name was announced, those
who were not called seemed to reluctantly
clapped for the winner.
The newly-elected chairperson of the Erie
ACS and Gannon chemistry professor Dr.
Keith Krise concluded the event, thanking
the crowd for attending the yearly ACS
science café and reminding the audience
about upcoming opportunities.
Steffanelli then offered the extra samples
located in a far corner of the Sugar building
to the guests to grab on their way out. Most
of the crowd left emptyhanded, as those
who got there first stuffed more than their
share of what remained into the white bags
provided.
The various processes explained why
Erie ACS and northwest Pennsylvanians
in general support Romolo Chocolates as
well as they do. Highly-educated chemists
listened to a presentation on intricate
chemical processes of how chocolate
confections are made, but couldn’t resist
the candy dispenser designed for young
children. The group of intellectual
community members listened to the formal
presentation but couldn’t wait to begin
eating the sugar-filled treats Steffanelli
talked about. The dignified chemists
f locked the leftovers like vultures, ignoring
proper sharing etiquette to get an extra
chocolate-covered cherry or the last piece of
sponge candy. Regardless of age, education,
gender, background and profession,
everybody loves chocolate. Romolo
Chocolates hopes to continue to attract
those with a love for sweets in the Erie area.
Jake Benhart
eupnews.spectator@gmail.com

us through all the steps of that process: finding out, grief,
reconciliation. From beginning to end there is a concept.
This was a turn for Beyoncé in this album for a discussion of
politics.”
In the “Lemonade” music videos, Beyoncé used her
platform to take a stance on Black Lives Matter and used
tracks like “Sorry” and “Formation” to comment on the role
black women play.
“4:44” was Jay-Z’s response album to “Lemonade.” It was an
album that included a confession of guilt and admittance of
fault for the cheating. However, it was significant, according
to Matthews, “because it talked about what she was talking
about” politically. He opens the discussion up for Black Lives
Matter in his music videos, such as “Story of O.J.,” and the
role black men play.
“Everything is Love” is the collaboration album after the
cheating scandal. Similar to “4:44” and “Lemonade,” this
album’s music video capitalized on gender roles and Black
Lives Matter. Matthews referenced the video for “Apeshit,”
which was filmed in the Louvre.
“We see black people where we usually don’t see them,”
Matthews explained, as “Apeshit” shows black men and
women around the museum as the pieces of art. This is all
while women are comforting men in some scenes, changing
the construct and showing men as weak and women as
strong.
Matthews encouraged the audience to “be curious” about
what’s around them, because she believes popular culture
plays an important role in our society.
“Popular culture does all kinds of things for us. It delivers
messages to us that, if we are not paying attention, we just
passively ingest.”
Anisa Venner-Johnson | @edinboronow

Mueller investigation update:
New evidence further
incriminates Michael Cohen
By Chris Megerian
Los Angeles Times
The USB drive was black and red, and its
white label seemed inscrutable, Tracking #:
180208140208.
But on Feb. 8, 2018, the tiny digital storage
device helped change history when special
counsel Robert S. Mueller III gave it to the U.S.
attorney’s office in Manhattan.
The drive contained Michael Cohen’s emails,
and it linked the Mueller-led Russia probe,
which is nearing an end, and an ongoing
investigation into an illegal hush-money scheme
that prosecutors said was directed by President
Donald Trump.
Cohen, who served as a Trump Organization
executive and as Trump’s personal lawyer, is due
to begin a three-year prison sentence May 6 for
his role in that scheme and a variety of other
crimes.
New details about the investigation were
revealed Tuesday when lengthy search warrants
used to seize evidence from Cohen last year
were released in New York. The nearly 900 pages
disclosed that Mueller began secretly collecting
Cohen’s emails in July 2017, two months after he
was named special counsel.
After Mueller handed over the thumb drive,
federal agents in New York collected more of
Cohen’s communications and used electronic
surveillance to pinpoint the location of his
cellphones, the warrants show.
The inquiry exploded into public view last
April 9 when teams of FBI agents raided Cohen’s
home, office, hotel room and safety deposit box
in Manhattan.
The brash lawyer later broke with Trump and
began cooperating with prosecutors, ultimately
pleading guilty to nine felonies, including
campaign finance violations involving the hushmoney payments to two women who alleged
affairs with Trump.
Nearly 20 pages on “the illegal campaign
contribution scheme” were redacted in the
documents released Tuesday, and U.S. District
Judge William H. Pauley III indicated that
was done because the investigation was still
underway.
“At this stage, wholesale disclosure of the
materials would reveal the scope and direction of
the government’s ongoing investigation,” Pauley
wrote in a Feb. 7 decision.
Many details about the hush-money payments
have already become public.
Cohen arranged for the National Enquirer’s
publisher to pay $150,000 to Karen McDougal, a
former Playboy playmate. He also paid $130,000
to Stormy Daniels, a porn star, out of his own
pocket. The money was intended to keep them
from speaking out before Election Day.
Prosecutors have said Trump himself directed
the scheme. The president has denied the affairs
and any wrongdoing, saying he had trusted his
lawyer to handle things the right way. He tweeted
this month that “there were no violations of the
campaign finance laws by me.”
Some of Trump’s allies view the New York
investigation as a greater potential threat to
Trump than the special counsel’s office because
he was directly implicated in a federal crime
in the hush-money scheme. Prosecutors in
Manhattan are also probing the president’s
inaugural committee.

Lanny Davis, Cohen’s lawyer, said the
warrants’ release “only furthers (Cohen’s) interest
in continuing to cooperate and providing
information and the truth about Donald Trump
and the Trump Organization to law enforcement
and Congress.”
The warrants showed that prosecutors
pursued some charges against Cohen that they
ultimately did not file.
Investigators told a judge they had “probable
cause” to believe a search through Cohen’s
emails would reveal evidence of wire fraud and
conspiracy to defraud the United States, for
example. The documents also suggest Cohen
may have acted as an unregistered foreign
lobbyist.
The search warrants included extensive
discussion of Cohen’s work as a corporate
consultant after Trump won the presidency and
business leaders sought an inside track with the
new administration.
Cohen collected consulting fees through
Essential Consultants LLC, the same company he
used to pay Daniels.
Cohen told First Republic bank that Essential
Consultants was a “real estate consulting
company” and all of his clients “would be
domestic individuals,” neither of which was true.
His clients included pharmaceutical giant
Novartis AG, telecommunications conglomerate
AT&T, a South Korean aerospace company, a
Kazakhstani bank and an investment firm tied to
Russian oligarch Viktor Vekselberg.
He was paid $3 million in the year after
Trump’s inauguration, short of the $5 million to
$6 million he had hoped to draw annually as a
consultant, according to the search warrant.
Prosecutors did not file any charges against
Cohen for his consulting work.
Since publicly breaking with Trump,
Cohen has met extensively with federal and
state investigators probing the president, his
finances and his businesses. Cohen told a House
Oversight and Reform Committee hearing on
Feb. 27 that he remained “in constant contact”
with the U.S. attorney’s office in Manhattan.
He also called Trump a “racist,” a “con man”
and a “cheat.”
Republicans repeatedly attacked Cohen’s
credibility and accused him of lying in his
testimony, especially his claim that he never
sought a pardon from Trump.
Cohen’s lawyer Michael Monico later told
Rep. Elijah Cummings, D-Md., who chairs the
oversight committee, that Cohen “could have
been clearer” in his testimony.
Monico wrote that Trump “publicly dangled
the possibility of pardons” after the April raids
and Cohen directed his attorney at the time to
discuss the issue with a lawyer for the president.
“Nothing ever happened,” Monico wrote.
In addition to the New York investigation,
Cohen pleaded guilty in the Russia probe. He
admitted lying to Congress about pursuing a
Trump Tower Moscow during the presidential
campaign, a lucrative proposal that could have
earned Trump hundreds of millions of dollars
while he was proposing closer ties with Russia.
Cohen is one of 34 people who has faced
charges from Mueller. The special counsel’s
investigation is widely expected to be winding
down, and Justice Department officials have
been preparing for him to file a report.
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AOC payment to consulting company
opening her up to criticism from rivals
By Bill Allison

Bloomberg News
Democratic firebrand Alexandria OcasioCortez rode into office railing against the
influence of big money and hidden donors in
U.S. elections. Yet the political operation that
helped elect her to Congress was itself less
than transparent, exposing her to attacks from
conservative foes.
The New York congresswoman raised a hefty
$2 million for her 2018 election while refusing
to take money from business-related political
action committees. Of that, 61 percent came from
individuals giving less than $200, the highest rate
of small-dollar funding among current U.S. House
members.
At the same time, Ocasio-Cortez’s campaign
committee and two PACs paid almost $900,000
to a consulting company for campaign services,
providing few details on what the money was for
or who ultimately received it.
The unorthodox arrangement, she sat on the
board of one of the PACs, both of which were
co-founded by the person who is now her chiefof-staff, who also ran the consulting company,
appears to have taken advantage of gaps in the law,
including the low level of detail that campaigns
and PACs are required to provide about their
spending.
The intricate ties and the lack of transparency
have opened her to charges of hypocrisy and
prompted complaints to the Federal Election
Commission by conservative groups, though
the allegations may amount to little more than
paperwork violations.
Ocasio-Cortez, in a tweet, called the complaints
“bogus,” and said “This is how the misinformation
machine works, folks.”
David Mitrani, a lawyer for Ocasio-Cortez,
the PACs and the company, in a statement said
any implication “that these entities in any way
operated with less than full transparency or in
some way to skirt the law, are absolutely and
unequivocally false.”
Since her surprise defeat of a 10-term
incumbent in a primary last year, Ocasio-Cortez,
29, has quickly become the voice of a progressive
vanguard of newly elected House Democrats
who are trying to push the party to the left in
challenging President Donald Trump in 2020.
Supporters say her high profile and socialmedia prowess have made her a target for
conservative groups, some of which are leveling
flimsy accusations in hopes of dimming the
House’s fastest-rising star. “It’s right-wing groups
that are really questionable in what they’re doing,”
Corbin Trent, a spokesman for Ocasio-Cortez,
said.
The allegations in the complaints are narrowly
focused and unlikely to tarnish Ocasio-Cortez,
some election-law experts said. “I haven’t come
up with anything that’s a serious violation of
campaign finance laws,” said Paul S. Ryan, vice
president of policy and litigation at Common
Cause, a nonprofit group that promotes civic
participation.
The complaint getting the most attention was
brought March 4 by the National Legal and Policy
Center, a right-leaning nonprofit focusing on
ethics issues. The nub of the charge is that OcasioCortez and the two PACs — Brand New Congress
and Justice Democrats — violated federal election
law in paying $885,735 to the company, Brand
New Congress LLC. The PACs raised that money
from individual donors.
The complaint says the arrangement hid the
true purpose, and actual recipients, of the money.
It doesn’t say what those were, only that the
spending may not have been reported properly.
The conservative group also wants the FEC
to audit the PAC payments to the company. If
either PAC spent more than $5,000 to influence a
candidate’s election, that would violate campaignfinance law, which limits PAC contributions
to $5,000. Ocasio-Cortez served on the board
of Justice Democrats, but “had no control over
expenditures or day-to-day activities,” Mitrani
said.
Another group, the Coolidge Reagan
Foundation, a conservative Washington, D.C.,
nonprofit, filed a separate complaint in February.
It accuses Ocasio-Cortez’s campaign of laundering
$6,000 in 2017 through one of the PACs and the
corporation to pay Riley Roberts, the boyfriend of

Ocasio-Cortez, for campaign work.
According to Trent, Roberts did digital
marketing work for one of the PACs, and did no
work for any campaign. Some legal experts say
they don’t take the Coolidge Reagan Foundation
accusation seriously because it offers no evidence.
The NLPC charges could be another matter. A
close look at the interactions among the two PACS
and the LLC reveals an unusual arrangement.
Payments went to a company owned by Saikat
Chakrabarti, now Ocasio-Cortez’s chief of staff,
with little explanation of its purpose.
Chakrabarti, 33, is a Harvard graduate and
Silicon Valley entrepreneur who co-founded
Mockingbird, a web-design tool, and was involved
in the startup of payments processor Stripe Inc.
He, Ocasio-Cortez, and her spokesman, Trent,
all worked on Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders’s
first presidential campaign. Trent also worked
for Justice Democrats before joining the OcasioCortez campaign.
As co-manager and then chairman of OcasioCortez’s campaign in the final months of the
2018 election, Chakrabarti wore many hats. In
addition to owning the company to which the
PAC payments were made, he also co-founded
the Brand New Congress PAC in 2016 and Justice
Democrats in 2017.
The PACs were supposed to provide a
“campaign in a box” tool set, complete with
all the logistics needed to run for office. By
outsourcing fundraising, communications and
organizing, candidates were free to concentrate
on campaigning. Chakrabarti has said he wanted
to continue the momentum from the Sanders
campaign by recruiting nontraditional House and
Senate candidates who would pursue Sanders’s
vision.
Because of the $5,000 limit on PAC support
for candidates, Chakrabarti formed the LLC
to provide those services. The PACs would
help candidates raise the money to pay for
the company’s services. Thirteen campaign
committees, including that of Ocasio-Cortez,
signed on. Mitrani said Chakrabarti received no
salary or other compensation from the LLC, the
PACs or Ocasio-Cortez.
The arrangement was unusual but not
unprecedented. Most campaigns rely on media
buyers, fundraisers, consulting business and other
contractors, but generally don’t rely on PACs
to provide them. FEC rules allow a candidate’s
participation in such arrangements. “OcasioCortez’s involvement would be akin to the
hundreds and hundreds of candidates who run
leadership PACs,” said Common Cause’s Ryan.
The LLC’s biggest customers, however,
weren’t campaigns. Collectively, the 13
candidates paid only $173,102 to the company,
$18,721 of which came from Ocasio-Cortez.
Justice Democrats paid the company $605,849
and the Brand New Congress PAC paid it
$261,165.
When Ocasio-Cortez and the other
candidates filed spending reports, they listed
the purpose of LLC payments as “strategic
consulting” or “strategic consulting services.”
This is what the NLPC asks the FEC to
investigate.
Its complaint cites numerous posts from the
Brand New Congress PAC’s website describing
other services it rendered to candidates,
including canvassing and fundraising, that
don’t fit the FEC’s definition of consulting. It
claims the payments to the LLC constituted an
“extensive off-the-books operation” to influence
federal elections.
The NLPC doesn’t say the payments violated
contribution limits. “Our complaint kind of
leads there but we wanted to make it ironclad
by going with the most obvious violation,” Peter
Flaherty, the NLPC chairman, said. He called
the relationship between the congresswoman’s
campaign, the PACs and the LLC “a bit of a
tangle,” and said his group might add to its
complaint.
The campaign-in-a-box arrangement
was abandoned at the end of August 2017,
according to Mitrani, because it wasn’t
sustainable with so many campaigns to manage.
Candidates instead reimbursed the PACs
directly for any services rendered. FEC records
show Ocasio-Cortez’s campaign paid Justice
Democrats $41,109 for various services.

Mock trial wins award at
American Mock Trial Regional
Intercollegiate Tournament
By Amber Chisholm
Staff Writer

The Edinboro University Mock Trial team
recently made its mark in the American Mock
Trial Regional Intercollegiate Tournament.
Competing against 12 other teams, the
presented case focused on civil negligence, in
which a television studio employee was killed
by a trained animal during a studio dress
rehearsal.
Edinboro participated in four trials, two
as plaintiff and two as defense team, yet no
verdict is reached in these contests.

The team’s vice-president, Emily Maziarz,
was recognized for her performance both
as an attorney and a witness, as were Julia
Mutranowski and Josh Hudacky.
Others recognized for their work as
attorneys included Tarae Price and Madison
Lawrie, and for witnesses, Taylor Szuchon,
Mary Lindeman and Josh Carpeno.
Mutranowski, a junior psychology major,
is one of 10 students who received the
“Outstanding Witness Award.”
Amber Chisholm | @edinboronow

ʻIt Takes Twoʼ coming to Pogue
By Amber Chisholm
Staff Writer

Undergraduate and graduate students
are invited to “It Takes Two to Talk,” a free
presentation to be given Thursday, March 28
from 9:30 a.m. to noon in the Frank G. Pogue
Student Center in Multipurpose Room (MPR)
A.
The Hanen Program for Parents, which

focuses on speech and developmental disorders
in young children, will be discussed in order to
help both the parent and children in focus, with
workshop instructor Toby Stephan presenting.
Those with schedule conflicts are encouraged
to attend at 11 a.m. as a break will take place at
that time to minimize distractions.
Amber Chisholm | @edinboronow

Event looked to KO homelessness in Erie area
By Andrew Barefield
Contributing Writer

“Over the past 11 years
they’ve raised $550,000 and
to be part of something like
that, that’s generating that type
of help for the community,
is just awesome,” said Matt
Pribonic, owner of Level Red
Boxing, when asked about the
Erie City Mission’s Knockout
Homelessness event.
Knockout Homelessness
is an annual charity boxing
event put on by the Erie City
Mission that benefits their
Men’s Emergency Shelter and
looks to aid those within the
community that are dealing
with addiction, hunger and
homelessness.
Since 2008, notable leaders
within the community have
stepped into the ring in
order to help battle these
epidemics. The event’s 12th
installment was held at the
Bayfront Convention Center
on Tuesday, Feb. 19 and
was headlined by notable
contestants such as Erie
Mayor Joe Schember, Pastor of
Elevate Church Colby Atkins,
the Bizzarro family and Level
Red Boxing’s Pribonic. Over
700 people filled the banquet
style hall surrounding the ring
for a night of fundraising, food
and excitement.
Local legend and former
professional boxer Lou
Bizzarro Sr. faced off against
Mayor Schember in the main
event, while Pribonic stepped
into the ring against Lou
Bizzarro Jr. in a co-feature
bout. Lastly, Colby Atkins

stepped into the ring against
John Boy Bizzarro.
“What we hope to
accomplish through this is
raising a lot of money to allow
the mission to continue doing
what they’re doing and also
to raise a lot of awareness for
how much need there actually
is within our city,” said pastor
Atkins regarding what he
most looked forward to seeing
happen as a result of the event.
“We just have a passion to do
that, to help people in this city
that can be a very hopeless
place in a lot of different areas.”
Pribonic, who wore
American flags from head to
toe, echoed these sentiments
by noting: “I want there to
be a heightened sense of
awareness about what the Erie
City Mission is doing, that
they’re really doing something
incredibly big. That’s part of
the reason I’m dressed like
this, so the community will
look over and say, ‘oh what’s
going on tonight? That’s cool,
I didn’t know that the city
mission did that.’ So the city
mission gets credit for that.”
General admission was $40,
or $350 to reserve a table for
10, while a gold table cost $100
per person, or $800 for a table
of 10 that was located closer to
the ring. If an attendee chose
to donate more than this, they
had their choice of five price
levels with varying rewards for
each.
A $250 donation resulted
in a “Round Sponsor”
designation and awarded
the contributor two general
admission tickets and their

name featured on a sign before
a round.
Donating $500 earned the
designation of “Knockout
Sponsor” and a choice between
five general admission or two
gold tickets, a half-page ad
in the souvenir program and
their name on a round sign.
A donation of $750
granted the same rewards as
the previous level, but with
the name of the contributor
displayed on a towel during
their choice of fight and the
distinction of being a “Bout
Sponsor.”
Being a “Fight Sponsor”
allowed the benefactor one
general admission table
or four gold tickets, their
name announced during the
fight and their name being
displayed prominently for a
price of $1,500.
Finally, the honor of being
an “Event Sponsor” could be
gained through a donation
of $3,000 and resulted in
being issued one gold table, a
full-page ad in the souvenir
program, the name of the
patron or their organization
displayed at the event and their
name on all advertisements.
All proceeds went directly
to the Erie City’s mission to
help those afflicted in the
community by giving them a
place to live and rehabilitate,
while also providing the
necessary services to ensure
they get can get back on their
feet and begin working again.

Andrew Barefield
@edinboronow
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Students write messages on sticky notes as part of the Illustration Club’s exhibition.

Taking illustration to new levels
By Amber Chisholm
Staff Writer

The recent “Drawn Together” exhibit in Edinboro University’s Bates Gallery aimed to
take illustration to new levels.
On display March 11-15, it included several examples of scientific illustration, a new
endeavor for some of the artists. When arriving, visitors were greeted by a wall where
they could leave sticky notes, which ended up forming several combinations of their own
drawings and messages.
Jonathan Lee, going by the artist name of Tenobris, which translates into “dark art” in
Greek, said that this opportunity was “quite exciting, honestly.” He enjoys being able to
translate feelings into art, especially ones such as “unease, discomfort and surprise.”
One example of his inspiration is the late artist Francis Bacon. He’s also inspired by the
topic of corruption, specifically in the areas of government and religion. Lee wants to give
meaning to things that are considered less beautiful and attractive. In regard to future
goals, he has considered illustrating books, but is willing to see where things end up.
Another artist, Ashley Bowman, explained that she has always liked drawing, mainly
focusing on plants, animals and portraits. These inspirations were included in a collection
of weekly assignment pieces, or “Weeklies,” which can be put into a poster and sold.
Her favorite pieces she’s created so far are black India ink portraits of her friends, which
she made for “Inktober,” an activity in which a new piece is made every day for the entire
month of October. She enjoys both drawing and painting, and she feels that illustration
serves as its own world by combining the two.
This was the second time in the gallery for Maria Holubeck, who jumped into the world
of scientific illustration here. This could be seen in a picture of a cicada and another
showing various birds. Her favorite piece of work, though, is a watercolor painting of
what her own version of a Time Magazine cover would be: featuring late scientist Stephen
Hawking. It’s also her most recent work.
Holubeck enjoys illustration because it’s a broad area of study and emphasizes
storytelling.

‘Harbor’ by Robert Campbell was drawn with ink on bristol paper.
Robert Campbell, vice president of the campus Illustration Club, whose examples were
also shown, feels that this exhibit stands out because of the abundance of work from so
many different people. Over 10 students had work displayed.
Rayne Burgin, the club president, likes science and was drawn to the versatility of
that type of illustration, which sells well according to professor Michelle Vitali of the art
department. Vitali views this exhibit as a nice way for the club to work together toward a
common goal, represent one of Edinboro’s newest programs, and remind everyone that we
are all artists with the sticky note wall.
Vitali explained that she was proud of the students and the quality of the show they
produced in a short amount of time. She also feels that practicing any type of illustration
is important for anyone, as it is a way for someone to enhance their attention to the world
around them while “really, intensely experiencing” it. Vitali also believes it improves fine
motor skills, with the benefit of having the eyes, hands and brain working together.
A reception took place on March 13 in Loveland Hall.
Amber Chisholm | @edinboronow

Various other works were on display from members of Illustration Club.

Photo: Walt Disney Studios

Captain Marvel, played by Academy Award-winner Brie Larson, premiered March 8.

Review: ‘Captain Marvel’ captures
‘90s, breaks viewers’ expectations
By Jason Hurst

Contributing Writer
Marvel has repeatedly broken expectations
with their cinematic universe, and the newest
addition of “Captain Marvel” is no exception.
A ‘90s thrill ride from start to finish, Brie
Larson stars as the titular hero on a quest for
self-discovery. Aided by Nick Fury, played
again by Samuel L. Jackson, the two race
across the country to stop a galactic tragedy
before it’s too late.
Similar to 2018’s “Black Panther,” one
of the most diverse films in superhero
history, “Captain Marvel” chooses to focus
on the characters and plot, rather than the
significance of its own existence. In fact, there
are only a handful of moments where our
hero being a woman is brought up, mostly in
flashbacks as she grows up. These moments
are more a reflection of the time period than
anything, serving to fuel our character’s
backstory.
There is no bold, in-your-face statement,
no questioning of the character’s abilities
because of her gender; there is only
acceptance of who she is. That’s the boldest
statement a movie like this can make — that
there is more to do than defend itself and its
premise.
Our story takes place between the events
of “Captain America: The First Avenger,” and
the first “Iron Man.” There are no heroes right
now, fan-favorite Phil Coulson (Clark Gregg)
has just recently joined SHIELD and Nick
Fury does not have his eye patch or signature
mysteriousness about him just yet. The world
is as normal and ignorant of the universe as
it can be.
After a mission goes wrong, our amnesiac
heroine, known then as Vers, crashes on
Earth. What follows is a journey of selfdiscovery as she attempts to complete her
mission while simultaneously unraveling the
mystery that is her past. The two truths clash
head-to-head and Carol Danvers has a choice
to make, one of unfathomable consequence to
the universe.
We’re taken on this personal journey with

the character through a dive into her past,
along with her struggle to be who she was
and who she is now, never realizing that each
compliments the other. What she remembers
as weakness is in fact her greatest strength,
allowing her to be a true hero and one she
needs to be in the face of adversity. She’s
had this strength all her life, even before she
obtained her abilities, always rising to the
challenge in front of her.
“Captain Marvel” is a fantastic watch and
it turns what we think we know about the
Marvel Cinematic Universe on its head. So
many revelations are unveiled, there’s massive
foreshadowing, and of course the humor
that makes even the deadliest battles seem
lighthearted is present.
The ‘90s aesthetic in the film is perfectly
captured, bringing us back to a decade of
rapid innovation with pay phones, Windows
95, paper files and Blockbusters abound. It
will be a long time before cellphones, laptops
and Netflix come into the mainstream. The
lack of current technology is another thing
the film does right. The time period is not
shoved into our face, but rather shown in
a manner that makes sense. It’s the ‘90s,
nothing more.
Previously, Marvel has said that the films
themselves take place parallel to our own
time. That is, they usually take place when
they are released in theaters, or very close to
it. There may be some clever foreshadowing
here. For those unfamiliar with the comics,
Captain Marvel takes over as leader of the
Avengers after Captain America. Is the
dynamic of the MCU going to change? Is a
fan-favorite hero going to die? We’ll have to
wait and see.
“Captain Marvel” also features a beautiful
Stan Lee tribute, as well as two post-credit
scenes. If you’ve been following along, you’ll
thoroughly enjoy the foreshadowing for the
next movie.
“Captain Marvel” is currently playing at
Erie’s Tinseltown theater.
Jason Hurst | @edinboronow
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Angel Du$t
“Pretty Buff ”

As bands evolve and create
new music, the direction of their
sound is often a hot topic among
fans. It is always satisfying when a
band takes steps forward towards
crafting the purest expression of
themselves. On their new record,
“Pretty Buff,” the electrifying
punk-rock supergroup Angel Du$t
Several years ago, I wrote
about Idiot Pilot’s 2007 album
“Wolves” as part of Spectator
Music’s “Album That Changed
My Life” segment. It was a
record that got me through
many things and introduced
me, inadvertently, to a bunch of
bands that I now appreciate.
The problem with my
ongoing love of Idiot Pilot is
that not many seem to know
who they are, and their last
album was that 2007 release.
If they did, it was largely
because their song “Retina and
the Sky” was featured on the
soundtrack for Michael Bay’s
“Transformers.”
Until now, anyway.
“Blue Blood” is what happens
when you take two nowseasoned musicians, wizened
by time and side projects, and
re-pair them to create a piece
that captures the energy they

has incorporated new tastes and
style to evolve their sound to a
delightful, upbeat, place in poprock.
Unlike their previous albums,
the songs on “Pretty Buff” are
not something that will incite
people to run around, wall to
wall, hurling their bodies into
once had while iterating and
modernizing it. It is boisterous
and layered — spanning 12
excellently-produced tracks that
cover themes from love, doubt
and self-image. Gone is the
melodramatic teenage angst,
replaced by a more introverted
and analytic narrator — taking
in the world, and ref lecting it
through each explosive drum
beat, sustained falsetto note and
electronic melody.
Standout tracks like
“Sideways” and “Asylum”
embody this the most — the
former being a simple, but
consistently well-produced
track that highlights the
strength of Michael Harris’
vocals, the latter being a
stunningly unique dark dance
song about relationships.
Meanwhile, “Only So Much”
sheds the layers and brings
us to an intimate, country-

each other; however, the energy
is still there. Yes, the music isn’t
as chaotic and exhilarating as
what they are known for, but the
up-tempo acoustic rhythms and
slightly overdriven guitars work
wonders paired with their fuzzy
licks and solos, along with layers
of new sounds. Bongos, synth,
saxophone, maracas, tambourine
and acoustic guitars all take Angel
Du$t’s sound to new depths and
expand upon something that’s
been so good since the band’s
day one. The tracks encompass a
new kind of artistic energy, but
if anything, they feel more Angel
Du$t-esque than what their music
previously sounded like.
At first listen many of these
songs sound like a peeled-back,
acoustic version of what I am used
to hearing from them. I quickly
began to realize these songs
are full of so much more than
anything they’ve done before. So
many wonderful, extraordinary
things are happening in these
songs. The level of attention to
detail is something we haven’t seen
from the band and we get to hear
them push their creativity to new
limits.
When I heard the first two
singles, “Big Ass Love” and “Take
Away The Pain,” released in late
2018, I knew Angel Du$t was now
taking a much more experimental
approach to their music. This was
the first time they released in over

two years and I was extremely
excited when I saw the songs drop.
I was quite surprised upon first
listen due to the lack of fuzzdriven power chords, shouting and
breakdowns and was curious if
this is what their music was going
to sound like on the next record.
I wasn’t thrilled by the new sound
at first, but I think that’s because I
was just so perplexed and expected
nothing of the sorts from the band.
Tracks like “On My Way” and
“Let Me Know” have a very similar
feeling to songs off of previous
records whereas tracks like “No
Fair,” “Light Blue” and “Take Away
The Pain” all feel like something
brand new. Some of my favorite
tracks such as “Bang my drum,”
“Park” and “Five” do a beautiful
job at finding the perfect blend
between their old sound and new
techniques to create songs that
really encompass the feeling of
“Pretty Buff.”
“Bang My Drum,” a track
released on the EP “Lil Buff”
earlier this year, starts off
with a crunchy guitar lick that
immediately had my attention.
The song then leads into bright,
warm chords from an acoustic
guitar being played as maracas
shake and different drums build
up the energy, and I felt completely
submerged by the sounds only
30 seconds in. The song’s catchy
pop feel comes from the upbeat
acoustic guitars throughout the

song along with a bright layer
of synth underneath everything
else that’s going on. A soulful
explosion of a saxophone solo
is featured, which is luckily not
the only time we hear from the
instrument. Vocalist Justice Tripp’s
style is very similar to previous
records and it adds an extra push
of power to the track.
Other than a few songs such as
“Let Me Know” and “Biggest Girl,”
I only have good things to say
about this album. These two tracks
are certainly not bad, but I don’t
find myself being consumed by the
emotion, energy or overall sound.
Luckily, the other 11 tracks on the
album are as beautiful and creative
as can be, making up for anything
I wasn’t too fond of.
Unlike almost everything
they’ve previously written, this
isn’t mosh music; however, it is still
most certainly music for fans to
dance their asses off to. I cannot
wait to hear all that I can of “Pretty
Buff” live, and if it’s anything like
the recorded versions, I think fans
will be in for a treat.
Standout tracks: “Bang My
Drum,” “Park,” “Take Away The
Pain” & “Five.”
9/10
Ben McCullough
@edinboronow

guitar fueled tableau. A softer
affair for the band, sure, but a
welcome addition to this album
that truly feels like a proof of
concept; it’s more evidence that
this band is something special.
“Blue Blood,” is a mustneeded post-rock album for
2019, capturing elements of
a band’s past and breathing
new life into them for modern
audiences that may have missed
them in the 2000s.
My only plea is that it doesn’t
take another 12 years to get a
follow-up.
Standout tracks: “Sideways,”
“Asylum” & “Only So Much.”
10/10
Britton Rozzelle
@edinboronow

Idiot Pilot

“Blue Blood”

12 of SXSW’s best new acts: Black Midi, Pip Blom, Tasha and more
By Greg Kot

Chicago Tribune
The South by Southwest Music Festival
wrapped up over the weekend, but not before
2,000 bands and artists from around the
world had serenaded the city at hundreds
of clubs. There were plenty of established
performers at the conference, but the focus
was on the upper-and-comers, the bands
that will define the next year of music and
beyond. Here are some of my favorites from
SXSW 2019 (listed in alphabetical order):
The Beths: Beyond the catchy songs the
Beths packed into their 2018 debut album,
“Future Me Hates Me” (Carpark), there
was a standout feature: the intricate vocal
harmonies that gave each of the melodies a
richness several cuts above the typical indierock recording. Live, the band demonstrated
that those harmonies are the real deal as
singer Elizabeth Stokes was backed by the
nuanced multi-part harmonies of guitarist
Jonathan Pearce, bassist Benjamin Sinclair
and drummer Tristan Deck. The band
echoed the ambition of its New Zealand
predecessors, the Chills, which also played
several sets at the festival. Led by the
brilliant songwriter Martin Phillipps, the
quintet layered the arrangements with
countermelodies on violin, keyboards, guitar
and vocals. The spidery treble-tinged guitar
lines and melancholy lyrics on a 1984 song
such as “Pink Frost” still sound timeless, as
did the more recent songs from the Chills’
latest album, “Snow Bound.”
Black Midi: In the buzz band sweepstakes
out of England at this year’s festival, this
four-piece would be in the top 3. They’re not
cookie-cutter, unless you think a fondness
for early ‘90s art-punk circa Slint and U.S.
Maple is a winning commercial formula.
The band’s twisted, slow-burn arrangements,
noisy spasms of guitar and panicked
vocals conjured visions straight out of a
horror movie—think Danny Boyle’s postapocalyptic “28 Days Later.”
Black Pumas: The Austin favorites need

to be seen to be appreciated. Many of the
songs don’t go much beyond “let this love
take you higher” bromides, but on stage
the co-ed seven-piece band led by singer
Eric Burton explodes past the cliches.
Burton started out as a street busker, and
his presence on stage is robust, a whirlwind
of movement and gesture. His vocals –
rough-edged to pleading as the moment
demanded – bounced off his backing singers
and the audience in a free-flowing calland-response conversation. He directed the
band rather than hewing to tightly scripted
arrangements, the songs as spontaneous as
the emotions that guided them.
Cimafunk: Erik Alejandro Rodriguez, aka
Cimafunk, was rocking gold bellbottoms
in one of his showcases, and his nine-piece
co-ed band was neck-deep in the AfroCuban funk. Cimafunk is based in Havana,
but his music is a melting pot of Cuban folk,
rhumba, bolero and hard-edged, shapeshifting dance music from James Brown to
Fela. His band had the chops to make it all
go, and the set was less a series of songs than
a nonstop river of rhythm.
Mara Connor: The Los Angeles-based
singer got the call to play the festival two
weeks ago, and dove right in. Connor has
only one song available on Spotify, but it’s a
good one, and she’s got a bunch more that
she showcased in the first of a handful of sets
in Austin. A conference of this size can be
a particularly unforgiving environment for
a solo act, with audience chatter frequently
overwhelming the music. I saw at least
three such performances the same night
that Connor performed, and it had to be
discouraging for the artists. But Connor
wasn’t fazed. She demonstrated poise and a
clear voice with above-average range, and
helpfully brought along her own homemade
promo that she handed out at each gig.
Fontaines D.C.: Veiled by cigarette smoke,
singer Grian Chatten looked agitated from
the get-go, pacing the stage and thrusting the
mic stand with each drum beat. His words
poured out in a sing-speak style that brought

to mind the dyspeptic tone of the Fall’s
late Mark E. Smith or an angry Jonathan
Richman. The Irish quintet revved up a
percussive assault, guitar noise and drone
melting into drums and bass to create one
big rolling tide. “My childhood was small,
but I’m gonna be big,” Chatten vowed. Talk
about willing your dream into existence.
Jealous of the Birds: When Naomi
Hamilton first played South by Southwest
in 2016, she wrote the song “Plastic
Skeletons,” which became her set-closer on
her Belfast band’s latest trip to the festival.
It’s a travelogue of impressions wedded to
a combustible arrangement, and it outlined
a world of possibilities and promise that
Hamilton is beginning to fulfill. The singerguitarist affirmed a knack for compressing
knotty wordplay into evocative songs, none
more so than the recent “Marrow.”
Mojo Juju: Mojo “Juju” Ruiz de Luzuriaga
with brother Steven on drums was a force
as a singer and guitarist, and she needed
to be. Her perspective is that of the eternal
outsider, a woman of Aboriginal and
Filipino heritage searching for home. “The
search is my religion,” she said. Her songs,
a mix of soul, blues and folk with a dash of
rock, outlined her pain and staked out her
mission. “I don’t belong inside your narrow
definition,” she sang on the potent “Never
Again.”
Pip Blom: The co-ed quartet from
Amsterdam makes a pop-punk racket that
edges toward chaos. Spazzing out–rather
than precision performance—is paramount.
The band blitzed through a clutch of
increasingly catchy three-minute songs as if
they’d just been liberated for recess at school,
led by namesake singer Pip Blom, who
swayed in time to the rhythm down strokes
on her guitar. Her brother, guitarist Tender
Blom, and bassist Darek Mercks kept trading
can-you-believe-this? smiles as they stomped
around the stage, but no one in the room
looked like they were having a better time or
expending more energy than Gini Cameron,
a dervish on drums.

Tasha: Chicago singer-songwriter
Tasha goes it alone on stage, a woman
and her guitar, and a handful of gentle,
patiently developed songs. It doesn’t sound
overwhelming, but the singer is in no hurry
to bowl over her audience. Instead she bides
her time. The softer she sings, the closer
listeners must lean in. Her voice boasts a
quiet strength, and her songs offer hardwon consolation, a touch of tenderness in
an unforgiving world. She goes about her
work with a smile, and engaged the audience
as if they were friends, collaborators. Her
guitar playing proved to be as nuanced as her
vocals, her fingers drawing expression out of
the silence.
Trupa Trupa: Gdansk, Poland’s Trupa
Trupa first made an impact in America
last year at South by Southwest, and the
quartet returned this year to debut songs
from a forthcoming album on Sub Pop. The
band dedicated its performance to Gdansk
Mayor Pawel Adamowicz, an ally and friend
who was recently murdered. “These are
new radical, dark, anti-hate-speech songs,”
singer Grzegorz Kwiatkowski said by way
of introduction, as good a way as any to
describe the band’s stark aesthetic. The
lyrics were often snippets, phrases, designed
to provoke rather than soothe, hint rather
resolve: “I dream about no one, no way, no
one,” “I’ve got nothing to hide, I will just
disappear.” The minimalist constructions
prized dynamics and drone over melody and
often built hypnotic force.
Yola: The British singer Yola Carter
recently recorded her debut album with
producer Dan Auerbach of the Black Keys,
and she displayed an electrifying voice
informed as much by country music as soul
or folk. Her concise songs all boasted catchy
refrains, and she proved adept at building
these country-soul melodies to ecstatic
gospel crescendos. Yet the singer never
forced things, never seemed to be in a rush
to show off. Her powerhouse displays always
served the songs.
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A timeline of the most influential black horror
films and filmmakers from the last century
By Sonaiya Kelly
Los Angeles Times

When Tony Todd breathed life into the undead horror
character Candyman back in 1992, he wasn’t aware
that he would become the first black supernatural killer
depicted onscreen.
“[Director] Bernard Rose didn’t tell me at the time,
but he actually got complaints from the NAACP when
he wrote the script,” said Todd. “They had to have
meetings to explain what they were going to do, why
would they make this African American the villain.”
Last fall, Jordan Peele’s Monkeypaw Productions
announced it would produce a remake of the urban
horror film helmed by director Nia DaCosta, which will
be set in a gentrified Chicago. “Aquaman” actor Yahya
Abdul-Mateen II has been tapped to star as the titular
killer.
“I’m so honored that the character is going to
continue,” said Todd. “I’ve lived with this character for
25 years, and I’ve kept his image alive; sharing is caring.
Privately, am I a little stunned? Of course. Because it’s
hard to let go when you live with something that long.
When you do a good theatrical production, sometimes
you dream about that 8 o’clock curtain call for six
months. It’s going to be a little bit of that.”
Although “Candyman” is inarguably one of the
most seminal black horror films, it is just one of several
movies that paved the way for “Get Out” to achieve the
blockbuster success it did in 2017, and in turn led to
Peele’s highly anticipated follow-up, “Us.”
Horror author and academic Tananarive Due, a
producer on Shudder’s “Horror Noire: A History of
Black Horror” documentary walks us through several
key titles, some pure horror and some with looser
connections to the genre that represent that history.
“THE BIRTH OF A NATION” (1915)
“It’s not considered a horror film unless you’re a black
person,” said Due. “If you’re a black person, it’s a horror
film all right. Or if you love the future of your country,
it’s a horror film.”
“SON OF INGAGI” (1940)
“It was really meant to confront so many negative
stereotypes about black people in cinema but using

horror, which was a very popular genre, to present us
just being ourselves.”
“NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD” (1968)
“Duane Jones stars as a strong, competent, intelligent
... gorgeous black man who is breaking all kinds of
barriers and breaking zombie’s heads.”
“BLACULA” (1972)
“’Blacula’ is from the blaxploitation era with a black
director, William Crane. So even within the constraints
of budget and the expectations of filmmaking at that
time, you can still make some strong statements about
our existence in history.”
“GANJA & HESS” (1973)
“Bill Gunn basically shed all studio expectations
and just made a vampire movie his way, which is about
addiction and class and where we get to be self-reflective
among ourselves. It’s not even so much about race, really.
We got to turn the lens inward and express ourselves and
our humanity, our frailties and our struggles.”
“DEF BY TEMPTATION” (1990)
“’Def by Temptation’ was coming out of that period
in the ‘80s when we disappeared in horror for a while or
were very ill-used in the genre. It really opened the gate
to expressions by a lot of different filmmakers, including
Rusty Cundieff ’s ‘Tales from the Hood.’”
“CANDYMAN”(1992)
“Tony Todd scared the crap out of the whole world.
People are still scared to say ‘Candyman’ five times today.
Like Jordan Peele said in the documentary that we can
be the Freddy [Krueger] in a movie is huge.”
“EVE’S BAYOU” (1997)
“A woman filmmaker [Kasi Lemmons]: we don’t
have that many. [It was] a very self-contained Southern
Gothic story about a black community. [It’s] about
our humanity and confronting issues of family and
parenthood and sisterhood and is not about the white
gaze.”
“GET OUT” (2017)
“’Get Out’ just crashed so many doors open, including
this documentary [‘Horror Noire’], which got the
greenlight from Shudder the day after [Peele] won the
Oscar. I think the Oscar helped everyone understand,
‘Oh, this is important.’”

Photo: Universal Pictures/IMDb/TNS

Daniel Kaluuya in a scene from Jordan Peele’s directorial debut film, ‘Get Out.’

Photo: Sthanlee B. Mirador/Sipa USA/MCT

Director James Gunn, after social media controversy, was rehired.

James Gunn rehired as ‘Guardians
of the Galaxy, Vol. 3’ writer-director
By Christie D’Zurilla
Los Angeles Times

James Gunn has been quietly reinstated by Disney as writer and director of
“Guardians of the Galaxy, Vol. 3,” The Times confirmed Friday.
The decision, which was made a few months ago, is an about-face from Disney’s
decision last July to fire Gunn over years-old social media messages that made light of
topics including rape, pedophilia, 9/11 and the Holocaust.
Gunn tweeted his gratitude shortly after the news was first reported by Deadline.
“I deeply appreciate Disney’s decision and I am excited to continue making films
that investigate the ties of love that bind us all,” Gunn wrote on Twitter early Friday
afternoon. “I have been, and continue to be incredibly humbled by your love and
support.”
Gunn took responsibility for the now-deleted offensive tweets and explained them
in a statement at the time.
“Many people who have followed my career know when I started, I viewed myself
as a provocateur, making movies and telling jokes that were outrageous and taboo,” he
wrote, in part, back then. “As I have discussed publicly many times, as I’ve developed
as a person, so has my work and my humor.... I used to make a lot of offensive jokes. I
don’t anymore.”
Gunn’s offensive tweets were unearthed by people on the right after the “Guardians”
director came to the defense of filmmaker Mark Duplass, who himself had been
attacked by people on the left for making positive comments about conservative
commentator Ben Shapiro.
Despite an outpouring of public support for Gunn, including “Guardians” actor
Dave Bautista, Disney couldn’t stomach the situation.
“The offensive attitudes and statements discovered on James’ Twitter feed are
indefensible and inconsistent with our studio’s values, and we have severed our
business relationship with him,” Walt Disney Studios Chairman Alan Horn said in a
statement at the time.
After he was fired, Gunn wrote, “I understand and accept the business decisions
.... All I can do now, beyond offering my sincere and heartfelt regret, is to be the best
human being I can be.”
Horn reportedly met with Gunn several times in the aftermath of the firing and was
persuaded by how the director handled the situation, according to Deadline.
As the news spread, fans began rejoicing on Twitter and praising Disney’s decision
to rehire Gunn, who helmed the first two “Guardians” films.

Jokes & Dagger improv
group makes return to
the Diebold Center

Audience involvement, energetic
segments highlight performance
By Collin Alekson
Staff Writer

The All Jokes Aside Edinboro
improv group recently presented
the shortform program, “Jokes &
Dagger,” on March 15 at the Diebold
Center for the Performing Arts.
The cast of theatre players
were divided into two teams: The
“Pinksters,” starring assistant director
Andrew Poll, Erika Krasneski and
Rob Francis; and the competing
team, “Captain! Its Yellow,” featuring
director Sarah Wheaton, Elaina
Krafick and Jenny Bechtold.
All Jokes Aside has gone through
different iterations over the past few
years, according to Wheaton. She
helped establish it as the replacement
for the previous improv group,
Laugh/Half, which produced the
sketch show “Deviant Behavior.”
Under Wheaton’s direction, the
show is separated into seven different
acts. Each act was announced by the
show’s assistant director Cameron
Maxon, who would ask the audiences
for suggestions on would make up
the story for each scene. Never shying
away from a suggestion, Maxon
informed the performers of their
themes and characters chosen, which
varied from Harry Potter running
out of vape juice, to Sylvester Stallone
dealing with erectile dysfunction.
One game, Spit Take, featured
two audience members volunteering
themselves to the team’s attempts to
make them spit out water they had
drank. Both teams were unsuccessful,
but it made for a dramatic moment.
Dynamic performances that stood
out included that of Rob Francis, who
hilariously broke character in a few
instances to address the absurdity
of the scene’s subject. When

asked about his history in improv
theater, Francis explained that, “It’s
therapeutic...it’s a great way to get
away from things for a couple of
hours a week.”
The other cast also reflected
on their previous experiences in
improvisational theatre and explained
what they like to see in their fellow
thespian when performing. Common
answers ranged from having a
sense of humor, to imagination, but
more impressionable answers came
from actors like Andrew Poll. He
stated that “having energy, enjoying
interacting with other people and
teamwork” are the most important
characteristics one must have when
performing in this way.
Francis reflected the sentiment
when expressing the camaraderie
needed when acting. “It is more
about knowing your team than it is
knowing anything else.”
According to Krafick, possessing
these aforementioned characteristics
is key when trying to master the art
of improv. “You have to be creative
enough to build a world around you
when there is no set or props,” she
said. “You have to be creative enough
to paint that picture for other people.”
In order to paint that picture, “you
should be OK with being on stage,
you should be OK with coming up
with things on the spot...you should
at least specialize in one out-ofpocket thing that you’re good at,” said
Krasneski.
Another performance of “Jokes &
Dagger” will take place on April 12 at
Diebold. Tickets are $3 for students,
$5 for faculty and staff, and $10 for
general admission. Doors open at 7
p.m. and the show starts at 7:30.
Collin Alekson | @edinboronow
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Across
1 Throws
7 Some confrontations
13 Good-for-nothin’
15 Decide
16 Abroad
18 “Ben-Hur” Oscar winner
19 “Webspace” was added to it in
Jun. 2017
20 Hot BuzzFeed feature?
22 “When we know, you’ll know”:
Abbr.
23 Substitute
25 “Tequila mockingbird” and
“absinthe of malice,” for two
26 Maverick on TV
27 Big __
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28 Development home
30 “The History of the Standard Oil
Company” author
32 Dunked discs
33 Respectful assent
35 Hardened, maybe
38 Creamy sauce
40 Written argument
42 NOW center: Abbr.
44 Many a Baghdad dad
45 It helps you focus
46 Part of some salesmen’s deliveries
48 Dietitian’s calc.
49 ‘70s Robert Blake cop show
51 Pillow talk murmur
52 Musical ineptitude
54 Reference to a note

56 Going for less
57 Come out of the bullpen
58 Like a date without a heart?
59 Picked up
Down
1 Private eye
2 They may put their initials on
trunks
3 Wearing expensive jewelry, in
modern slang
4 1994 Olympics host: Abbr.
5 Dress (up)
6 Bygone blade
7 Crystalline rock
8 “In the home of,” literally
9 Dawn goddess
10 “Lies!”

By Nancy Black

Tribune Content Agency

Today’s Birthday (03/21/19). Your feet have
wings this year. Carefully coordinate to pursue
career opportunities. Domestic blossoming this
summer comes before a professional challenge.
Winter brings a career highlight, before home
developments require your attention. Put what
you’re discovering to good use for a place you
love.
To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10
is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today is a 7 —
Changes with a romance or partnership require
sensitivity and diplomacy. Stand up to your fears.
You can get too much of a good thing. Avoid
overindulging.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is an
8 — Your charisma and sex appeal are attracting
attention. Guard your health despite challenges.
Avoid overworking or pushing yourself too hard.
Nurture your physical energy.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) — Today is a 7 —
Love could seem both overwhelming and fickle.
Passions flare and then fizzle. Beware hassles
or irritations. A partnership formed now is
beneficial. Adapt to new circumstances.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) — Today is an 8 —
Love is the bottom line at home. Things may not
go as expected. Keep angry words from falling
out. Reaffirm your commitment and care.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is an 8 — The
action is backstage. Let the passion build. Ignore

11 1962 hit with the line “the samba’s
the quickest way to make amor”
12 Legal bodies
14 Return specialist
17 Fronts of cold fronts
21 Addams who can generate
electricity
24 Where doctors may catch a
break?
26 Yawning cause
28 “Angie Tribeca” airer
29 Gardening aid
31 29-Down storage device
34 Sound from a purse, possibly
35 Thick table surface
36 Ends
37 Playing on the field

teasing or comments from the peanut gallery.
Articulate feelings into words of inspiration and
persuasion.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is an
8 — Frugality serves you best. Resist impulsive
spending and financial fussing. Add sex appeal to
your marketing materials. Craft a winning pitch.
Use your charm and magnetism.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today is a 9 —
Pursue personal ambitions. Conditions may
seem unsettled. Wear something that makes you
feel beautiful and attractive. Avoid overeating,
overindulging or overspending. Listen to your
heart.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today is a
6 — Postpone an outing. Costs may be higher
than expected. Guard peaceful time to get away
privately and think. Notice your own emotions,
and focus on love.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — Today is an
8 — Controversy or confrontation could disrupt
a group situation. Consider all points of view
before rendering judgment. Find the common
heart thread. Enunciate the love story.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today is an
8 — Your good work reflects you well. Passions
can get intense. Hold off on new ideas, expenses
or distractions. Provide excellence. Someone
important is watching.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is a 7 —
Travel expenses could add up excessively. Don’t
buy expensive gifts. Go for moderation, especially
with food and spirits. Express your feelings
without breaking the bank.

BORO EVENTS
On Campus
LOCASH Spring Concert

Boro Rec Sports Kickball Tournament

Dodge the Dark: Dodgeball Tournament

“I AM ENOUGH!”

3/22 | 8 p.m.
McComb Fieldhouse
Edinboro University

3/23 | 1 p.m.
Pogue Student Center Gym B
Edinboro University

3/4 | 5 p.m.
Zaﬁrovski Sports & Recreation Arena
Edinboro University

3/25 | 3 p.m.
Pogue Student Center: Scot Cinema
Edinboro University

EU Planetarium Presents: “World at Night”

Women at War: The Unsung Heroes

3/26 | 6 p.m.
Cooper Hall Planetarium
Edinboro University

3/26 | 6 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center: Scot Cinema
Edinboro University

In The Community
JCPenny Suit Up Event

Erie Bayhawks vs. Windy City Bulls

The History of Painting

Mallory Run

3/24 |3 p.m.
Millcreek Mall
Erie

3/24 | 7 p.m.
Erie Insurance Arena
Erie

3/22 | 6 p.m.
Erie Art Museum
Erie

3/22 | 7 p.m.
1020 Holland St., Erie
Erie

UPBʼs Movie of the Week
The Matrix
20th Anniversary
1999
Mar. 24 | 6 p.m. & 9 p.m.
Cinemark Tinseltown

SHOWTIMES:
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Scots exit early from regional tourney
Women canʼt keep early lead,
fall to Virginia Union in ﬁrst round
By Madi Gross & Chris Rosato Jr.
Digital Editor | Sports Editor

The Edinboro women’s basketball 2018-19
season came to an end Friday when they fell
to Virginia Union University, 83-71, in the
first round of the NCAA Division II Atlantic
Regional Tournament.
The team left Wednesday for Glenville,
West Virginia, earning the tournament bid
despite getting knocked out in the first round
of the PSAC Tournament over spring break
(they lost to Gannon). The Fighting Scots end
the season 20-9 overall and 15-6 in the PSAC.
Head Women’s Basketball Coach Callie
Wheeler praised her team for playing with
heart and refusing to give up despite trailing
for most of the Virginia Union (VU) game.
“[I’m] really proud of my team,” Wheeler
said after the loss. “I think that they fought
for 40 minutes, and they didn’t give up.”
An early 9-0 run from VU was halted by a
Michelle Jahn 3-pointer. The Edinboro senior
would hit the shot with 5:58 left in the first.
Michaela Barnes was the next Fighting Scot
to score, this time at the line. After hitting
one of her two free throws, the score sat at
11-4 with a little over five minutes to go.
Jahn would be the Fighting Scots’ secondhighest scorer of the game with a total of 15
points. The senior also grabbed six rebounds.
Barnes would end with 14 points, as did
redshirt senior Ciara Rosten.
Rosten would hit a layup in the first, while
less than a minute later, Bridgette Shaffer — a
Fighting Scot who is no stranger behind the
arc — hit a 3-pointer to bring the deficit to
13-9. Shaffer would be the top scorer for the
Fighting Scots that afternoon with 16.
“I thought Bridgette did a phenomenal job
finding her range early and caught rhythm,”
Wheeler said.
Shaffer converted another 3-point shot
with 2:17 left on the clock for the quarter.
This would begin the Fighting Scots’ late
quarter run. After points from senior Allison

Thompson and another 3-pointer from
Shaffer, ‘Boro would be leading 17-15 at the
end of the quarter.
The members of the Fighting Scots’ Fab
Four (Jontay Walton, Jahn, Barnes and
Rosten) all scored in the first five minutes
of the second quarter, but Virginia Union
was able to keep up, regaining the lead 31-26
as the clock hit five minutes left. Another
3-pointer from Shaffer closed the gap with
three minutes to go, but VU was able to
maintain their lead until the end of the first
half, holding 39-29.
Heading into the game, Edinboro’s defense
was focused on VU’s Shareka McNeill, who
already has 1,000 career points despite being
just a sophomore. In response, the Lady
Panthers called on senior Rejoice Spivey, who
holds the school record in career assists, to
take on a more proactive role. She finished
the first half leading VU in scoring with 11
points.
“She’s so unselfish that she could play like
this all the time [and] she doesn’t,” Virginia
Union Women’s Basketball Head Coach
AnnMarie Gilbert said after the win. “But
today, when we needed her, she did.”
The first minute of the third quarter
remained scoreless until a shot at the line
put Virginia Union up by 11. Edinboro was
able to slowly close the gap throughout the
quarter.
A 3-pointer from Walton with 5:04
left on the clock closed the gap to 46-41.
Unfortunately, VU would go on another run,
pushing the lead back to 13.
Going into the fourth, Virginia Union led
63-52, but Edinboro stayed in it, chipping
away at the gap with points from Jahn and
Rosten.
With 39 seconds left on the clock, a layup
from Rosten closed the deficit to a 10-point
lead, but it was too late. Edinboro was forced
to foul the Lady Panthers to help preserve
time, but Spivey went 4-for-4 on her final free

Photo: Madi Gross

The women’s basketball team’s season ended after a loss to Virginia Union, 83-71. They
finished out the year with records of 20-9 overall and 15-6 in the PSAC.
throws to push their lead to 12 points to end
the game.
Spivey finished with 27 points and 4 assists
— both leading the team — and 7 rebounds
in the effort. She was responsible for a greater
portion of the offensive performance after
teammate Nicole Floyd — who had 7 points
— suffered an injury in the final seconds of
the first half. McNeill was the only other Lady
Panther in double digits with 17 points.
“You have to tip your hat off to...Spivey.
I mean, she had a miraculous performance
out there,” Wheeler said. “For a girl who’s not
one of their main scorers, and one of their
top players goes down, and she goes for 27
[points]. That’s unbelievable.
“And that’s what happens. This is March
Madness and that’s part of the madness. A
player like that has a heroic performance.”
The loss brought Wheeler’s first season
at the helm to an end. The team’s 20 wins
marked the ninth consecutive year reaching
that total and 10th straight year appearing in
the PSAC Tournament. This was Edinboro’s
11th trip to the regional tournament and
second straight.
“Coming in, I told the girls: ‘We’re the

underdog. We’re not supposed to win,’”
Wheeler explained. “But I told them to enjoy
the moment, embrace it. This is something
that only 64 teams get the opportunity to do,
and I wanted them to really have fun and
enjoy it.”
The Fighting Scots will lose Fab Four
members Walton, Jahn and Rosten, with
Michaela Barnes the lone returner of the
group. They will also lose Allison Thompson,
who contributed 4 points, 3 rebounds and a
pair of assists.
Jahn was named a recipient of an NCAA
Division II Degree-Completion Award, which
provides financial assistance to athletes who
run out of athletic eligibility and which helps
them finish their first undergraduate degree.
“I mean, I’m just really happy that I stayed
here for school,” Jahn said, reflecting on her
career following the game. “I’m a hometown
girl, and I couldn’t have had a better
experience here.”
The Fighting Scots will return next season.
Madi Gross | sports.spectator@gmail.com
Christopher Rosato Jr. | @edinboronow

Wheelchair basketball loses thrice at national tournament
By Erica Burkholder
Voices Editor

Photo: Erica Burkholder

Wolf attempts a free throw during a game against Wisconsin-Whitewater last season.

Edinboro entered the National
Intercollegiate Wheelchair Basketball
Tournament as the fifth seed, but was forced
to settle for eighth after dropping their three
games at the University of Illinois-hosted
event.
The Fighting Scots opened up competition
against the University of Missouri. The
opponent would score first, maintaining the
lead for most of the half. ‘Boro tried to keep
the deficit close, but Mizzou pushed the lead
to 11 with a little less than eight minutes to go
in the first half.
Mizzou would then push it to 13, but ‘Boro
would fight back, bringing it to within four
with less than 30 seconds left. The first half
ended with the Fighting Scots trailing, 30-26.
The deficit wouldn’t get below four until
four minutes remained in the game. Seamus
McNally scored to bring the Scots within two.
‘Boro wouldn’t pull any closer, though, with
the game ending, 61-51.
Chayse Wolf scored 16 points and had 10
assists and 7 rebounds.
‘Boro next competed against Southwest
Minnesota State. The Scots held the lead in
the beginning, but Southwest would go on a
23-7 run, heading into the half leading 37-23.

The Scots would bring the deficit down to
seven points with a free throw by Cor’Rales
Dupree around the halfway point of the
second, but Southwest would hold out to win,
70-60.
Jacob Spillers scored 20 points in the game.
Kevin Atherley scored 16 points, while also
grabbing nine rebounds.
The Scots’ final game was against the
University of Nebraska-Omaha. ‘Boro
opened the scoring and kept the game close.
Nebraska’s biggest lead in the first half would
be nine.
A 3-point basket by Wolf would start the
second half to bring ‘Boro within six. The
Scots would continue to bring the deficit
lower. After Nebraska jumped out to a
12-point lead, the Scots would bring the
deficit down to just one with less than seven
minutes left, following baskets by Atherley
and Wolf.
Nebraska would then gain a six-point lead,
baskets would be exchanged, and the Scots
would lose 56-50.
Spillers scored 19 points and earned 9
rebounds and 4 assists. Wolf scored 14 points.
The Scots finish their season with an 18-18
record.
Erica Burkholder
sports.spectator@gmail.com
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Kopacko takes 21st at nationals
By Bob Shreve

EU Sports Information
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — Edinboro
University’s Katelyn Kopacko completed her
first appearance in the NCAA Division II
Swimming & Diving National Championships
on Wednesday. She competed in the 50-yard
freestyle in the first day of competition at the
IU Natatorium in Indianapolis.
A junior from Mechanicsburg and
Mechanicsburg Area High School, Kopacko

placed 21st out of 51 competitors in the
50-yard freestyle, posting a time of 23.47
secondsin the prelims. The top 16 swimmers
move on to this evening’s finals.
Kopacko came into the event with a
qualifying time of 23.24, which ranked 16th
in Division II. She set the time in the finals of
the PSAC Championships, breaking Edinboro’s
school record.
Kopacko is the first women’s swimmer to
represent Edinboro at Nationals since Staci
Schrecongost in 2015.

NCAA Provisional time highlights
ﬁrst outdoor track meet for men
By Chris Slack

EU Sports Information
Friday
CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Trae Smith started
the men’s outdoor track and field season by
throwing a provisional mark in the javelin
on day two of the Charlotte 49er Classic. The
three-day invitational, which features athletes
from Division I, II, III, and NAIA institutions,
is being hosted by the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte at the Irwin Belk Track
& Field Center. Competition continues on
Saturday, the third and final day of the meet.
Smith saved his best throw for last, as his
sixth and final throw went 58.84 meters (193
feet), good for fourth place. The junior just
made the cut-off point, as the Division II
provisional qualifying standard is 58.68m.
In the 3,000-meter steeplechase, a pair
of Fighting Scots qualified for the PSAC
Championships. Ward Ries ran to ninth place
with a time of 9 minutes, 48.20 seconds and
Nick Amos finished 11th at 10:01.46.
Colton Cassel clinched 10th in the
5,000-meter run, crossing the finish line with a
PSAC qualifying time of 15:14.99.
Corey Wefing and Matt Wehrle were the
final Fighting Scots to secure spots in the PSAC
Championships. The two competed in the
1,500-meter run, where Wefing posted a time

of 4:00.36 and Wehrle finished in 4:04.84.
Also posting a top-15 finish was Devon
Brown. The sophomore came in 12th in the
javelin with a mark of 49.02 meters (160-10
feet).
Saturday
The Edinboro men’s outdoor track and field
team finished the third and final day of the
Charlotte 49er Classic with three Fighting Scots
qualifying for the PSAC Championships.
Corey Wefing and Matt Wehrle both paced
to qualifying standards in the 800-meter run.
Wefing finished fifth in the event with a time
of 1:54.20. The senior was the only Division
II runner to finish in the top 10. Wehrle just
met the qualifying standards, as he crossed the
finish line at 1:57.75 for 30th. The freshman’s
time matches the PSAC’s standard for the
800-meter run.
Noah Shettel was Edinboro’s lone qualifier
in the field events. The junior competed in
the triple jump, where he had a jump of 13.56
meters (44-6 feet) for 10th place.
Sophomore Brendan Oswalt nearly qualified
with Wefing and Wehrle in the 800-meter run,
as he finished just 13 hundredths of a second
past the standard time at 1:57.88.
Edinboro returns to action on Friday, March
29 when the Fighting Scots head to Richmond
to compete in the Fred Hardy Invitational.

Photo: Erica Burkholder

Stefanie Parsons, number 6, leads the field at the 2018 Edinboro Open on Feb. 16, 2018.

Parsons not slowing down as outdoor season begins
By Chris Slack

EU Sports Information
Friday
CHARLOTTE, N.C. — After earning
All-American honors in the one-mile run
at the NCAA Division II Indoor Track &
Field Championship, Stefanie Parsons began
the outdoor track and field season posting
a provisional time in the 1,500-meter run
at the Charlotte 49er Classic. The three-day
invitational, which features athletes from
Division I, II, III, and NAIA institutions, is
hosted by the University of North Carolina
at Charlotte at the Irwin Belk Track & Field
Center. Competition continues on Saturday, the
third and final day of the meet.
Parsons joined Jordan Hauser, Michaela
Lind, and Abbey Peters in the event, which
consisted of 113 overall competitors. The
sophomore captured bronze, setting a personal
record with a time of 4 minutes, 27.59 seconds.
Parsons was the top Division II finisher in the
1,500-meter run, and was the only DII athlete

to finish in the top 25.
Saturday
The Edinboro women’s outdoor track and
field team concluded competition at the
Charlotte 49er Classic at the Irwin Belk Track
& Field Center.
The Fighting Scots had a strong showing
with two freshmen who competed in outdoors
for the first time this year. Alicia Fritz
participated in the javelin, where she finished
13th out of 35 competitors with a throw of
35.82 meters (117 feet, 6 inches). Kendra Rice
took part in the shot put competition. She
placed 23rd with a mark of 11.04 meters (36-2
3/4 feet).
A trio of Edinboro runners also competed in
the 800-meter run. Abbey Peters finished with
a time of 2:25.82, followed by Jordan Hauser
at 2:28.51. Michaela Lind bested her personal
best set at the Al Hall Freedom Games, as she
crossed the finish line at 2:33.35.
Edinboro returns to action on Friday, March
29 when the Fighting Scots head to Richmond
to compete in the Fred Hardy Invitational.

Menʼs tennis splits, women drop two in weekend outdoor competition
By Chris Slack & Thomas Wehner

By Chris Slack & Thomas Wehner

Edinboro battles wind in home opener
The Edinboro men’s tennis team faced windy
conditions on Friday, but the Fighting Scots took
care of business with a 4-3 victory over West
Virginia Wesleyan.
The Fighting Scots improve to 8-3 overall,
while the Bobcats fell to 3-4 on the season.
Entering the match, West Virginia Wesleyan
was ranked third in the ITA Atlantic Region
rankings, while Edinboro was fifth.
Both teams split singles competition, 3-3.
Mauricio Santos secured the win at number
two singles for Edinboro, 6-3, 6-3 over Carlos
Dodero.
The second singles point came from Julius
Schulte in number six singles. He played three
sets going 6-4, 2-6 through the first two sets
against Christos Kyrillou. In the third set, the
freshman was victorious, 6-2.
Nils Plutat secured the match-clinching point
for Edinboro. He won the first set at number
four singles, 6-3, but his opponent, Harry
Simaioforidis came back in the second set (3-6)
to knot the match at 1-1. The freshman would
then pick the important match point in the
decisive third set, 6-4.
Edinboro swept its competition in doubles
play. Kevin Mboko and Schulte were victorious
at number one doubles, 6-4. Mateus Santos and
Tommy Hsu won 6-4 at number two doubles.

First match at ‘Boro, same result for
women’s tennis
The Edinboro women’s tennis team faced
strong winds on Friday in a 4-1 loss to West
Virginia Wesleyan. The Fighting Scots are
now 0-11 overall, while the Bobcats improve
to 3-3 this season.
Tatiana Batalla Trabal picked up Edinboro
lone win in singles play, going 6-1, 6-0 over
Mariona Junyer. The senior later joined
Jelena Vucenovic at number one doubles
where the Fighting Scots prevailed, 6-4.
Laura Lopez led 6-1 after the first set at
number one singles, but that match went
unfinished. Vucenovic also went unfinsihed
at number one singles, 2-6.

EU Sports Information

Doubles point decides match at Ashland
ASHLAND, OHIO — Despite splitting the six
singles matches, the Edinboro men’s tennis team
dropped a 4-3 decision to Ashland on the road
Sunday. The Fighting Scots move to 8-4 on the
season with the Eagles improving to 6-6.
In doubles, Nils Plutat and Mauricio Santos
picked up a 6-4 win over Colten Clark and Teng
Tche at number three. Tommy Hsu and Mateus
Santos nearly earned Edinboro the doubles
point, but fell 6-4 to Priyank Soni and Stanislaw
Grzeslo. Julius Schulte and Kevin Mboko

EU Sports Information
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Tommy Hsu returns a ball during a match
against Daemen on Feb. 15.
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Laura Lopez serves during a match against
Daemen on Feb. 15.

dropped a 6-2 match at the top doubles spot to
Stuart Brdicka and Jordan Phelps.
After getting the clinching win against West
Virginia Wesleyan, Plutat once again won his
match at number four singles in three sets. He
downed Phelps 2-6, 6-1, 7-6 (2) to put Edinboro
on the board. Mboko won a straight-sets win
over Grzeslo, 6-4, 6-2 while Schulte earned a
“double-bagel” win over Nathan Sims, 6-0, 6-0.
Already up 1-0, Ashland picked up wins at the
top three singles spots to earn the win.
The Fighting Scots will return to the
Westwood Racquet Club in Erie on March 23
when they host Millersville to open PSAC play
at 1 p.m.

Team still winless despite Lopez wins
ASHLAND, OHIO — Laura Lopez picked
up wins in both singles and doubles to lead
the Edinboro women’s tennis team in a 6-1
loss to Ashland on the road. The match was
the Fighting Scots’ second in three days after
hosting their first match on campus this
season against West Virginia Wesleyan on
Friday.
In doubles, Lopez teamed up with Hannah
Brentar to pick up the 6-4 win at number two
over Allison Brooks and Camille Ringot. The
Eagles won the doubles point after Edinboro
dropped a 6-2 decision at number one and
forfeited at number three.
Picking up where she left off in doubles,
Lopez won a 7-6 (5), 6-4 straight-sets win
over Ringot to give the Fighting Scots their
point. Ashland won at two through six
singles to claim the 6-1 win.
Edinboro returns to the court on Friday,
March 29 when they travel to Salem (West
Virginia) at noon before visiting Charleston
(West Virginia) the next day, Saturday, March
30.

10 ways to enjoy your NCAA tournament pool - since youʼll probably lose
By Phil Rosenthal
Chicago Tribune

If past performance is any indication of future results, I’m
almost certain my NCAA Tournament bracket is already busted,
and I’m not done filling it out.
The beauty of March Madness (just one of the many
tournament-related phrases by the NCAA) is you don’t have to
win to enjoy yourself.
Which is good because you probably won’t win.
Whatever the entry fee, it’s a small price to pay to have a
reason to care about Utah State vs. Washington.
Here are 10 pieces of advice that may not necessarily help
you fill out a winning NCAA bracket but might help you enjoy
yourself.
1. Always remember: Nobody knows anything. Experts,
schmexperts. There always are surprises. That’s the beauty of the
thing. Perfection is elusive. Savor your victories. Shrug off your
losses.
2. Don’t pick all No. 1 seeds for your bracket’s Final Four (a
registered trademark of the NCAA). For one thing, another
institution of higher learning usually sneaks in as the winner of
one region, sometimes more than one. For another, where’s the
fun in it?

2a. Besides, if you’re the sort of person who only enjoys
cheering on favorites, you don’t need the NCAA Tournament
for a good time. You should still be celebrating your team’s latest
Super Bowl victory.
2b. That said, don’t be stunned if a No. 1 seed wins the whole
thing. They’re seeded No. 1 for a reason.
3. Twenty of the last 21 champions have called the Eastern
time zone home. With three of four top seeds all Atlantic Coast
Conference schools, it’s likely to happen again.
4. Don’t bother with any NCAA bracket contest that requires
you to worry about the play-in games in Dayton (aka the First
Four, per trademarked NCAA terminology). As if 32 first-round
games isn’t enough pressure. Turn in your bracket when you’re
good and ready.
5. If some prig says something about how your NCAA pool
is illegal gambling, tell J. Edgar Junior it might be gambling if
you thought you had a chance. For you, it’s really no different
than kicking in on the going-away gift for Flora in accounts
receivable.
5a. Flora in accounts receivable, incidentally, won the pool
two of the last three years. Seems she had a cousin who lived in
Jersey near Philly, so she has had a soft spot for Villanova that
paid off big time.
6. Dislike of a school, its alumni, its coach or its rejection of

your application years ago are all perfectly sound reasons to
torpedo a team.
7. Ditto for mascots, campus locale or team nickname, though
it’s not clear whether the Anteaters of UC Irvine are off-putting
or actually endearing.
8. You should feel free to root against Bradley and thinskinned coach Brian Wardle for trying to dictate coverage by
stiff-arming the Peoria Journal Star’s longtime beat reporter for
not writing puff pieces. They apologized, but that doesn’t erase
the contempt they showed.
9. If you feel totally lost, know you’re not alone. Check out
Turner analyst Charles Barkley. Sir Charles is a pro guy. He
knows the big names _ such as Duke’s NBA-ready superstar
freshman Zion WIlliamson _ and he’s more or less up to speed
by the tournament’s second week. But his early read on most
teams is like listening to a guy ad-lib a book report by glancing
at the back-cover blurbs.
9a. Speaking of Duke, did you know coach Mike Krzyzewski
is 72 Bob Knight is only 6 { years older. Roy Williams is four
years younger. Did Coach K make some kind of deal with the
Blue Devil?
10. When in doubt on your bracket, pick the team in blue. All
but one of the last 15 champions has had some sort of blue in its
school colors. Stupid, but true.
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Football looks to replace deep senior class in spring ball
By Bob Shreve

EU Sports Information
The Edinboro football team will open up spring drills on
Monday, March 18. This will mark head coach Wayne Bradford’s
third season in charge of the spring practices. After finishing 7-4
in Bradford’s first season, the Fighting Scots ended the year at 6-5
in his second campaign.
Bradford and his coaching staff will run the Fighting Scots
through 15 practices starting on Monday, March 18 and
concluding on Friday, April 19 with the annual Red and White
Game set for 6 p.m.. The Fighting Scots will practice each Monday
and Wednesday from 4-6 p.m., and on Friday’s from 5-7 p.m.
“We are truly excited to begin spring practice,” related
Bradford. “Our football program has been working tirelessly in
the classroom and weight room for nine long weeks! It’s time to
get outside and play football.”
Edinboro welcomes back 11 starters, with six on offense and
five on defense. Bradford will have plenty of work to do, however,
including finding replacements for All-American Walter Fletcher
at running back and career receptions leader James Clark, plus
replacing starting tackles Alex Molik and Trey Staunch. On
defense, the Fighting Scots must replace four key members of
the defensive line, along with All-American Zuril Hendrick at
cornerback.
“Our staff has to do a great job of evaluating our young
returners and mid-year transfers,” Bradford commented. “The loss
of 17 seniors creates a great opportunity for these young men.”
Offensively, the Fighting Scots welcome back All-PSAC West
performer Ta’Nauz Gregory. The senior is not only a standout at
wide receiver, but one of the best return specialists in the country.
A year ago, Gregory caught 50 passes for 796 yards and 10 TDs,
while averaging 26.2 yards on kickoff returns and 10.8 yards on
punt returns. With 167 career receptions, Clark’s school record
of 209 may not last long. Gregory has 28 career touchdown
receptions.
Now the big questions are who will be throwing passes to
Gregory this year, and who will be his running mates. “We have to
push and get better productivity from our quarterback position,”
Bradford admitted. “We will have five quarterbacks in spring ball.
Jarrod Kellar and Andrew Tomko have to continue to improve
their play and leadership. We are anxious to see and evaluate Levi
Becker, Jordan Castelli, and Trent Gray, as well.”
Last year, Tomko started the first six games and Kellar the last
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Edinboro football is opening up their spring practices.

five. A redshirt junior, Tomko threw for 1,433 yards with 12 TDs
and 13 INTs. Kellar, in his second season with the Fighting Scots
after transferring from Lenoir-Rhyne, threw for 817 yards with 8
TDs and 10 INTs.
“At the wide receiver position we need to develop Kyle
Carrington, Khalil Jackson, and Jon Long,” commented Bradford.
“All three have worked extremely hard this winter. Kyle and Khalil
have great length and Jon can really run. They must complement
the likes of Ta’Nauz Gregory and Andre Dowdell.”
Two-year starter Vitaliy Gurman returns at center, and redshirt
sophomores Ryan Pasternal and Kyle Schreiner are back at right
and left guard, respectively. The key will be filling the tackle
spots, where Molik and Staunch combined for 66 starts. “Justin
Kasmierski, Chris Ocasio, and Tanner Wells have big shoes to fill,”
Bradford stated. “All three need as many repetitions against good
competition as they can get.” Kasmierski started four games at left
tackle a year ago.

Angels hook Trout for 10 more years
By Maria Torres & Mike DiGiovanna
Los Angeles Times

The Angels and star center fielder Mike Trout
on Tuesday morning were finalizing a 10-year,
$360-million extension that would keep him
under contract over the next 12 years for $426.5
million, according to a source familiar with
the negotiations but unauthorized to comment
publicly.
The deal, which has no opt-outs, would be the
largest in professional sports history. It would net
the two-time American League MVP more money
than even Philadelphia Phillies outfielder Bryce
Harper, who earlier in March signed a 13-year,
$330-million contract – a deal that was then the
most lucrative in baseball history. And it would
keep Trout, who is still searching for his first
playoff victory in Anaheim, in an Angels uniform
through 2030.
Trout, 27, is owed $33.25 million each of the
next two seasons. His annual salary will rise to
$36 million for the 10 years that follow, unless the
Angels and Trout decide to shift a small part of the
new $360-million extension to the final two years
of his current contract.
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Angels center fielder Mike Trout after hitting
homer against the Astros on July 22, 2018.

Trout’s future has been the subject of
speculation for months now. A native of Millville,
N.J., he was tied to the Phillies before Harper
signed there. The rumors ramped up when
Harper signed, however, as Harper himself said
on multiple occasions that he’d do what he could
to lure Trout back to the East Coast. He told a
Philadelphia radio station: “If you don’t think I’m
gonna call Mike Trout to come to Philly in 2020,
you’re crazy.”
Though Trout recently built a house in Millville
and is an avid fan of Philadelphia’s football
(Eagles) and basketball (76ers) teams, he seems to
have grown to enjoy living in Southern California.
Trout, whose six-year, $144.5-million deal with
the Angels took effect in 2015, has demonstrated
that he likes his teammates and feels a deep sense
of loyalty to Angels owner Arte Moreno.
Trout may be East Coast born and bred, with a
South Jersey blue-collar work ethic, but the laidback Southern California lifestyle seems to suit
him and his wife, Jessica Tara Trout.
The Angels have reached the playoffs only
once since Trout, a first-round pick in 2009, was
called up to the big leagues in the summer of
2011, getting swept by the Kansas City Royals in
the 2014 American League division series after

winning 98 games and the American League West
title.
As the Angels flopped, Trout continued to
produce.
Since his debut, his .307 batting average is tied
for fourth-highest, his .416 on-base percentage
ranks second and his .573 slugging percentage is
the best in baseball.
For comparison: Albert Pujols, whom the
Angels signed to a 10-year contract before the
2012 season in hopes he would provide power and
stability behind Trout in the lineup, has slugged
.453 in 400 fewer plate appearances as an Angel.
Trout has been valued by FanGraphs at a
majors-leading 64.9 wins above replacement since
2011. That figure is 17.6 wins better than San
Francisco’s Buster Posey, who during that span
helped lead the Giants to their second and third
World Series Championships of the decade in 2012
and 2014.
The numbers might even be higher if injuries
hadn’t kept Trout from playing wire-to-wire the
last two seasons. A torn ligament in his left thumb
limited Trout to 114 games in 2017 and wrist
inflammation sent him to the disabled list for two
weeks last August. Those shortened seasons came
after he averaged 158 games per year from 2013 to
2016.
Trout thought the Angels made enough moves
before 2018 – convincing two-way star Shohei
Ohtani to play in Anaheim, signing left fielder
Justin Upton to a five-year extension, acquiring
veteran infielders Zack Cozart and Ian Kinsler
and catcher Martin Maldonado – to contend for a
playoff spot.
Injuries ravaged the rotation and the lineup, and
the Angels finished 80-82, far out of the playoff
picture for a third consecutive season. They made
incremental moves to upgrade the pitching staff
and lineup last winter, but they’re hardly a lock to
make the playoffs in 2019 despite Moreno greenlighting the highest opening-day payroll in team
history.
Still, Trout has been encouraged by the
direction the club has taken under the leadership
of general manager Billy Eppler. Trout earlier
this spring raved about his team’s chances for
the upcoming season. He was confident that
if everyone remained healthy for the majority
of the season they could make headway on the
team’s first postseason appearance since 2014. He
was encouraged by other changes made on the
club’s peripheries, such as bolstering the use of
technology and analytics and bringing in a new
coaching staff.
Plus, the Angels’ farm system, among the worst
in baseball earlier this decade, has improved
dramatically. Jo Adell, a 19-year-old outfielder, is
ranked among the top 10 prospects in baseball,
and right-hander Griffin Canning and left-hander
Jose Suarez are on the cusp of the big leagues. The
influx of young, high-caliber talent would ensure
that the Angels remain competitive through the
duration of Trout’s career.
Trout’s new contract will add about $11.4
million to the Angels’ luxury tax payroll this year.
They will still be about $24 million under the
threshold, which provides enough wiggle room
for the Angels to take on another salary during the
season if they have the opportunity to chase a spot
in the playoffs.
Trout said in February upon arriving at Angels
spring training that all he cared about was getting
the opportunity to win. It seems he now might
have enough time to meet that goal.

And now, the key question mark on offense – who takes
over for Walter Fletcher. A 1,000-yard rusher the last two years,
Fletcher and his 3,913 yards must be replaced, as he will use his
last year of eligibility at Ball State.
“Dorian Woody, a transfer tailback from Mercersburg
Academy, has been very impressive in winter workouts,” Bradford
pointed out. “He has shown great quickness and change of
direction. Howie Reid, another transfer tailback from Marietta,
has been steady, as well. We need to find out what kind of back we
have in both those guys.”
Despite losing Hendrick at cornerback, the secondary is still the
strength of the team, led by All-PSAC West strong safety Brandon
Anderson. The redshirt senior was the team’s leading tackler with
101 stops.
“Our deepest and most experienced position is in the
secondary,” Bradford exclaimed. “We have six returners who have
started for us! It’s great to have Aaron Rogers back after a seasonending injury. We are really looking forward to seeing our two
mid-year transfers, Josh Boyd and Sirvantis Dennis, compete.
Both are long and explosive. Brandon Anderson and Maurice
Sims have provided great leadership all winter.”
As for linebacker, Ryan Bischof started 10 games, and Connor
Kelly saw considerable action. “Connor Kelly and Ryan Bischof
have to continue to develop at linebacker,” pointed out Bradford.
“Both can run and hit. Ryan has a great football IQ and Connor
can cover a lot of ground. They have to be more physical and
more vocal for our defense.”
That leaves the defensive line, where Myles Turner started four
games and Barrett Hoffman picked up one start. Derek Dorr had
one of the best seasons by an interior lineman in many years, and
will be difficult to replace.
“We have two newcomers to evaluate on our defensive line,”
noted Bradford. “Gilberto Ortiz and Tarique Smith bring muchneeded size and strength to our defensive end position. They need
to get acclimated to our defensive system and produce right away
for us. We have good depth inside with Myles Turner, Barrett
Hoffman, and Bishop Simmons returning.
Jake Monroe stepped in as the placekicker as a freshman and
made 44-of-48 PATs and 3-of-5 FGs. “We have to develop our
kicking game, as well, commented Bradford. “Statistically, we
did some good things in the return game but we must be better
punting, placekicking, and kicking off. Our young specialists must
grow up fast this spring.”
Edinboro will open the 2018 campaign on Saturday, September
7 at perennial Division II power Grand Valley State.
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Megan Rapinoe #15, Mallory Pugh #11, Alex Morgan #13 and Tobin Heath #17 of
USA after a goal against Brazil during the She Believes Cup on March 05, 2019.

Opinion: US womenʼs soccer outperforms the
men in every way. Why are they paid less?
Los Angeles Times

The U.S. women’s soccer team outperforms
the men’s team when it comes to victories,
domestic viewership, name recognition
and general awesomeness. Its members are
stars, consistently ranked No. 1 in the world,
and they make millions of dollars for their
employer, the U.S. Soccer Federation.
When it comes to pay, however, the
women aren’t in the same league as their
underachieving male counterparts.
Like women in just about every profession,
the players on the women’s national team
are paid less to do the same work than the
players on the men’s national team. They
claim that they get stiffed on perks and work
conditions as well, and that while the men’s
team flies charter to games and tournaments,
the women fly on commercial airlines. The
women complain that they are also given short
shrift when it comes to training, promotion
and support.
As you can imagine, they are not happy
about it. And like other female athletes around
the world, they are pushing back – and in the
process raising important questions about
why the gender pay disparity stubbornly
persists. On Friday, the 28 players filed a
lawsuit accusing the U.S. Soccer Federation of
discrimination because it pays the members
of the women’s team substantially less than
the men even though they do the same work.
They are asking for a similar paycheck as well
as damages and back pay.
This is not a new story: The women’s team
filed a complaint with the federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission in
2016 bringing attention to what it sees as a
double standard in which these global sports
stars are treated like second-class citizens at
home. As this page noted three years ago, it
suggested a disparity that needed addressing.
But this case will not be as easy to unravel
as one involving two workers on the same
automobile assembly line, because of the way
FIFA, soccer’s international governing body,
distributes revenue from World Cup games.
The fact is, the men’s World Cup brings in
much more money for both FIFA and the U.S.
Soccer Federation than the women’s World
Cup – and that’s how the federation justifies

the pay differential. The women, in turn, argue
that the federation should share more of the
pot with them even if more of the revenue
comes from men’s soccer. In their view, it’s as
if the workers on an assembly line making
compact cars were paid less than those on a
different assembly line making luxury cars,
because the compacts bring in less revenue for
the company.
Ultimately a judge will sort out the case and
decide whether the claims of unequal pay for
the same work are valid. But in the meantime,
the court of public opinion is growing weary
of hearing the same stories about unequal pay
– and the same tired excuses for why it can’t
be fixed. In the case of women athletes, the
reasoning has traditionally been that women’s
sports just don’t have the audience to make
any serious money.
Perhaps that was true once in an era when
women sports programs barely existed. But
Title IX, the 1972 law that prohibited gender
discrimination in school sports, and evolving
attitudes about gender roles have changed
the world of sports quite a bit by encouraging
generations of women to compete and seek
professional careers. And the appeal of uber
athletes like Serena Williams, Danica Patrick,
Michelle Wie and Alex Morgan, a member of
the U.S. women’s soccer team, easily crosses
gender lines. Beyond that, the women soccer
players on the U.S. national team appear to
be narrowing the revenue gap with the men’s
squad.
Pay inequity is not just a sports issue.
women are paid less than men in most
occupations. The gap between what the
average female workers make in pay relative
to the average male worker is generally
accepted to be about 80 cents on the dollar,
and substantially less for women of color.
One recent study by the Institute for Women’s
Policy Research suggested that the gap might
be even wider, closer to 50 percent. We
understand that pay disparities are based on
many factors – including work histories, time
of work, age and seniority – and therefore
aren’t as easy to fix as saying: Here’s a man,
here’s a woman, here’s the same paycheck. But
that doesn’t mean we should not continue
to try. And that means calling out unfair
arrangements when we see them.
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Students just want to know their Title IX rights: A guide to navigating the policy and system
By Livia Homerski
Music Editor

A few semesters ago in The Spectator
office, we were discussing the roughly hourlong Title IX training course that pops into
students’ emails every year. We believed that
the training was missing something, but
couldn’t quite pinpoint what that was.
Thanks to the training, we know what
situations regarding sexual misconduct or
assault could look like, along with what we
could do in those situations. But, how Title
IX works on the student’s side was not really
discussed. As students are who this policy
is mostly for, it seems that few know what
the process is actually like until they are
attempting to navigate through it for the first
time.
For those who don’t know, Title IX is a
policy that “requires universities to ensure an
environment free of sexual discrimination,
including sexual harassment and sexual
violence,” according to Edinboro University’s
webpage on Title IX. The official law states:
“No person in the United States shall, on the
basis of sex, be excluded from participation
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance.”
Sexual assault and harassment are
harrowing situations that could have a
pronounced effect on a student’s life. Just
as campus fire and emergency drills are
practiced, all students should have a walkthrough and clear understanding of what
filing for a Title IX complaint would be like
if an emergency situation such as an assault
would occur. I spoke with Andrew Matt,
interim Title IX coordinator at Edinboro,
about how this policy functions.
There are two processes to follow that
work side-by-side: the Title IX process, as
well as the legal process. Title IX stays on
the university side of things, so if a student
wanted to press charges in the case of assault
or an additional crime, they would have to go
to the police and fill out a CSA report.
Title IX not only covers sexual assault,
but also issues that aren’t deemed as serious
legally, such as doing a sexual favor in return
for a higher position or better grade (quid pro
quo) or a toxic environment of stalking or
sexual harassment.
An incident has occurred. What should
I do?
Know that reporting is an option. You may
be feeling traumatized, confused, angry, or
any other slew of emotions. You may need
time to process the incident and not feel
ready to report, while then being faced with
a full-blown investigation. Or, you may want
to report it right away. Both are completely
valid.
“It’s a really hard situation that a student
could end up going through, and by letting
people know that something is going on,
that’s the best thing that could happen
because that person could have a better
chance at finding resources,” said Matt.
It’s recommended that, no matter what,
you keep all evidence preserved. You can

always decide whether you want to report
and pursue criminal charges in the future.
The Title IX office will also keep your report
documented in case you decide to make a
claim after the initial report.
If and when you do decide to report,
every member of faculty and staff, including
resident assistants, are mandated reporters,
so you should go to whomever you feel
most comfortable talking with. Mandatory
reporters provide students with support,
resources and information in case they would
want to make a claim. Then, said mandatory
reporter would record the information and
send it to the Title IX office. The only faculty
members excused as mandatory reporters are
the counselors at CAPS due to their position
as mental health workers.
According to Edinboro.edu, you could also
directly contact Matt, once again the interim
Title IX coordinator; Angela Vincent, chief of
police; any campus police officer; Beth Zewe,
university ombudsperson; and in the case
of sex discrimination or sexual misconduct
regarding any member of the executive
leadership team, such as a president, provost,
and vice presidents: Dr. Victoria Sanders, the
PASSHE Title IX coordinator.
“The biggest goal is that the student has
the assistance they need and that there are
people available on campus who are here
to help get them through that situation,
however that may be,” explained Matt when
asked what the most important thing every
student should know about Title IX.
Who will be handling my case?
For “student v. student” claims, Michelle
Ritzel, the deputy Title IX coordinator
on campus, will reach out to the affected
student(s) and give them appropriate
resources. If the student decides to pursue a
case, they will choose from a list of volunteer
investigators on campus. Then two advisers
are selected: one for the claimant and one
for the respondent. Both investigators and
advisers are staff and faculty volunteers that
have gone through training provided by
PASSHE. These advisers provide the student
with information about the process of the
proceedings and their rights — they are not
representatives of those students.
For “student v. faculty” or “staff” claims,
they go directly to Matt, and he reaches out
to the student. Matt is also the one who will
be investigating those claims.
According to Edinboro’s “Reporting
an Incident,” the report and investigation
should be resolved within 60 days. The
only exception to this is if an investigation
happens to occur during a break, the
investigation will be put on pause. However,
if you report the incident and two weeks
go by without any notification, you should
probably follow up.
I want to pursue a case. What do I need to
make a strong case?
Come prepared with a typed statement
and all the evidence you can possibly find.
Have text messages ready, along with emails,
letters and phone logs, plus any video, photo,
or audio evidence. If you’ve been assaulted,
have a bag with the unwashed clothes you

were wearing at the time of the incident.
Do not shower or do anything to remove
potential DNA evidence until you go to
Ghering Health Center, the police station, or
a hospital and are administered a rape kit.
If there are witnesses, have their statements
typed and signed.
You’re also allowed to bring an adviser or
someone for support to any meeting. This
can be a friend, family member, faculty
member, or attorney. However, they are not
allowed to speak for you, meaning that you
should be the one doing the majority of the
talking.
The investigators will want to gather as
much information as possible so they can
put together a thorough report and send that
to the Title IX coordinator. Once a report is
looked over and approved, it will be sent to
Cynthia Waldinger of judicial affairs, who is
the director of student conduct and assistant
to the dean of students. She will make a
decision whether there’s adequate evidence to
proceed with a hearing.
In order for a case to be considered, there
must be a “preponderance of the evidence,”
which means that there is a 50 percent
chance “+1” that the incident occurred. The
+1 is not a percent, but extra evidence that
has the potential to show that what was

reported likely happened. Matt explained
preponderance of evidence as: “that point
where the investigator and judicial affairs
coordinator, and especially the hearing
board, have reached that point where they
say ‘the evidence now has switched.’ That
weighing of the evidence has just moved
over 50/50, and we can say that this is what
occurred.”
Once that preponderance of evidence is
shown, then Waldinger will put the case
in front of a hearing board made of the
Title IX volunteers. Both the claimant and
the respondent will attend and make their
claims. This is guided by the advisers for
both of the students in the case, as well as
Ritzel or Matt. Then the hearing board makes
their decision on whether or not the standard
of proof has been met for the situation, as
well as how to proceed and what will happen.
Remember, it’s your option and right to
report when you deem necessary. Please feel
free to reach out to any of the resources listed
above if you have been a victim of sexual
harassment or assault. Know that you are not
alone and that there are people who will want
to help.
Livia Homerski | ae.spectator@gmail.com
Graphic | Livia Homerski

America isn’t as divided as it looks, it can find common ground
By Tyler Cowen
Bloomberg News

If I had to describe 2019 so far, I would characterize it as The Year Political Polarization Started
to Erode. I know that sounds counterintuitive, aren’t partisans at each other’s throats on social
media all the time? — but bear with me.
There is some data to support my point. A recent poll about regulating the tech industry,
an issue which could prove to be one of the most important of our time, asked: “Do you agree
or disagree that tech companies have too much power and should be more regulated?” Some
16 percent of Republicans said they “strongly agree,” while 13 percent of Democrats did. And
combining those who “strongly agree” and “somewhat agree” gives an identical figure for both
parties, 46 percent. This is the near-opposite of polarization.
More generally, both parties also seem to have converged in thinking that fiscal deficits are fine
and more government spending is a good thing.
How about foreign policy? Consider the trade negotiations between the U.S. and China.
Right after the 2016 election, President Donald Trump was considered a China hawk. Now he
is a relatively dovish voice, pushing for a deal. Has Trump moderated over time? Yes, but it’s not
just that. The Democrats have become more hawkish on foreign trade, and in late 2018 Senate
Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and his fellow Democrats urged Trump not to back down in his
dealings on China. Another significant foreign policy issue this year, although it did not command
ongoing headlines in the U.S. media, was the altercation between India and Pakistan. The U.S. has
been active in behind-the-scenes negotiations, but those activities have not led to major partisan
disputes.
Beyond the U.S., there are some signs of the decline of polarization. You might think Brexit is
a clear example of political polarization taking over a country. But the leaders of the two major
parties, Theresa May and Jeremy Corbyn, both seem to favor it, albeit in complex and halting
ways. The British public seems to have “Brexit fatigue,” just wanting the issue to be over with.

That’s probably bad, but it’s not evidence of polarization, in fact, it may be the opposite.
As I am writing this, no one seems to know what will happen with Brexit. But it’s clearly not
a question of one side against another. Rather, there are so many moving parts and complex
positions, including the May deal, something called “Norway plus,” hard Brexit, postponement
and reassessment, and a second referendum (I’m not even counting the many views on the Irish
backstop). If Brexit were a simple, polarized, two-way battle, it probably would have been settled
long ago, with one side or the other proving its strength.
To be sure, there are areas and issues where polarization has risen: your opinion of Trump,
for example, or Justice Brett Kavanaugh, or more generally the debates surrounding political
correctness and the culture wars. But there’s an important lesson in here, namely, that there’s only
so much polarization to go around. Some issues are becoming increasingly polarized, others less
so. Perhaps those two trends are related.
If this is true, what might be the explanation? In many ways political views serve as focal points
for alliances. Political movements, whether progressive, conservative, Trumpist or libertarian,
“stick together” to some extent because they have common bonds intellectually, ideologically and,
often, practically.
But there are litmus tests, of varying importance, for who counts as a member of a group. The
tighter some intellectual bonds become, the more others can be allowed to loosen. Maybe abortion
and the #MeToo movement really matter to you, and you meet someone who agrees with you
about those issues but happens to differ on the optimal rate of tariff protection. You probably have
enough in common to form an alliance.
The internet has probably pushed us to organize around the issues that we feel most intensely
about. But that same realignment has freed up a lot of space for dissension and creative rethinking
(not always for the better) along both ideological and policy dimensions.
The more extreme and ugly polarization gets on some issues, the more room there is for
political evolution and even bipartisan compromise elsewhere. It’s a kind of partial collapse of
polarization, exactly how you’d expect things to look when profound change is afoot.

Do you have concerns you would like to express in the Spectator?
We want to hear them

Editorial Policy:

Your letter must be 500 words or less, and for the purpose of verification, please include your name
and phone number. Letters, sent to voices.spectator@gmail.com, must be received the Monday before
publication. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters and to reject letters that may contain false
or libelous statements.
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2020 Presidential Race: a diverse election
By Abby Martinson
Staff Writer

Five things in the US you
should be paying attention to
By Erica Burkholder
Voices Editor

Floods in the Midwest
Nebraska, Wisconsin and Iowa have each declared a state of
emergency due to heavy flooding. A winter storm brought rain
that combined with melting snow to overflow streams and rivers.
There have been four deaths already (three in Nebraska) and
farmers are anticipating over $800 million in losses, according to
The Washington Post. Also planting season is approaching and
there are fears the land won’t be cleared in time to plant crops.
The college admissions scandal
Last week, 50 people were charged in an alleged racketeering
scheme involving college admissions. Those people include
parents, coaches and administrators. Lori Loughlin (“Full House”)
is one of the people charged. William “Rick” Singer, leader of the
company that helped parents do this, plead guilty and agreed to
cooperate with the prosecution. The group of people are accused in
cases of bribing and cheating in order to get their kids into certain
colleges.
Flint, Michigan
It’s been discovered that 90 percent of Flint’s water has tested for
the lowest levels of lead since the crisis began.
The water came in at 4ppb (parts per billion) in the second half
of 2018 after testing at 6ppb in the first half of 2018, according to
CNN. Legally, this means that Flint is acting in accordance with
the lead and copper rule for tap water, however, the water may still
be unsafe to drink directly. Their free water bottle program ended
in 2018 as Michigan Governor Rick Snyder says the water has been
returned to its normal state, according to CNN.
According to PBS, none of those set to be put on trial for
the crisis have faced jail time, and seven of the 15 have plead to
misdemeanors.
Oil drilling in the Everglades
A state court in Florida has said that the order allowing for
Everglades drilling was “issued in error.” Previously, Kanter Real
Estate planned to drill for oil in some of the land they own in the
Everglades. Florida’s environmental department refused to give
them permission to drill and the company then won “a series of
court victories,” according to the Sun Sentinel. The First District
Court of Appeal refused to rehear the case and upheld their
opinion on Tuesday.
2020 Election
The election field continues to grow, as does the speculation,
and those looking to be informed on politics should keep track
of what is going on. See the story above for details on the newest
candidates.
Erica Burkholder | voices.spectator@gmail.com
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Cars sat Sunday in floodwaters from the Platte River
alongside a BNSF train in Plattsmouth, Neb.

The process of selecting a Democratic challenger
to President Donald Trump in 2020 has kicked off in
interesting ways. There are most definitely a diverse group
of presidential candidates, and each candidate is coming in
strong with tactics and proposed polices.
For starters, there are more women running than ever
before. Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren was one of
the first big names to announce, and she has big plans for
ending Washington corruption, rebuilding the middle class
and acquiring equal justice under law. According to the
UK magazine New Statesman, Warren is among the “top 20
U.S. progressives,” along with Bernie Sanders (more on him
later).
Former California attorney general and current Senator
Kamala Harris entered the presidential race on Martin
Luther King Jr. Day, bypassing the traditional route of
launching an exploratory committee.
Harris has a strong stance on climate change and proved
so by launching an investigation into Exxon Mobile in 2016
after reports that the oil and gas giant lied for decades about
the risks of climate change. Among her many progressive
stances, Harris stands for free Medicare for all, tax cuts,
increased gun control and free tuition at all four-year
public colleges. If elected, Harris would be the first AfricanAmerican female president and the first president of Asian
descent.
Among the other women Democratic nominees in the
running, there is Minnesota senator Amy Klobuchar. She
launched her campaign on Feb. 9 in Minneapolis and is
known to be a “heartland” Democrat — meaning she is
certainly progressive in her views but not aggressively,
making her most likely appealing to the Midwest and
undecided voters. Her status of being a modern American
liberal leads to her support in LGBT+ rights and prochoice, and she has been known for her criticism toward
the Iraq war. According to GovTrack, Klobuchar passed
more legislation than any other senator by the end of the
114th Congress in 2016 and has sponsored or co-sponsored
111 pieces of legislation that became law. Her approach
toward her political leadership is known to be rooted in
pragmatism, which may provide her with a unique pitch to
voters sifting through a platoon of choices.
Of course, there are many candidates in the running who
could potentially go down in history for their gender. But,
there is one other candidate in the running who is equally
inspiring, specifically among the LGBT+ community, and
that is Pete Buttigieg. The Indiana mayor announced his run
for presidency on Jan. 23 and is the first openly gay man ever

running for president. He is an Afghanistan veteran and
served a tour as an officer with the Navy Reserve. Buttigieg
says this experience changed his outlook on politics for
the better, stating, “when your life is put on the line by an
elected official, that shows why the core of politics matter,
because those decisions affect our lives.” That sense of
urgency is what has shaped Buttigieg’s presidential platform.
He hopes to get the youth engaged in politics by showing
them why they should care, emphasizing the importance of
awareness of climate change and increasing access to mental
health and behavioral services.
Despite losing the Democratic nomination for president
to Hillary Clinton in 2016, Vermont senator Bernie Sanders
has officially announce his running for the 2020 presidential
race. According to Fortune, the self-described Democratic
socialist received $5.9 million from nearly 223,000 donors
in just the first 24 hours after announcing his run for
presidency, making his campaign the biggest first-day
money haul of the 2020 election so far.
As for his policies, Sanders is pro-labor rights and has
put an emphasis on reversing economic inequality and
limiting the power of the wealthy. On foreign policy, Sanders
supports reducing military spending, along with pursuing
more diplomacy in regards to international cooperation.
On social issues, he has kept his stance as pro-choice,
LGBT equality and has shown high recognition of the Black
Lives Matter movement. If elected, Sanders would make
history as the first Jewish president and would be the oldest
Democratic nominee.
As for the one Republican who has officially announced
their running, American attorney and former Massachusetts
Governor Bill Weld launched his exploratory committee
in February and will seek to challenge Trump for the
Republican Party’s 2020 nomination. After appearing in
New Hampshire, Weld claimed that he sees his nomination
as his civic duty to stand against “the hard heart, close
minded and clenched fist of nativism and nationalism.”
Weld is seen to have potential appeal to moderate
Republicans, due to his stance of being pro-choice and in
support of gay rights. When it comes to Medicare, Weld
seeks to relax the eligibility rules and seeks to lower taxes as
a means of economic growth.
Obviously, these are just some of the 2020 presidential
candidates. It seems as though each person running has
one goal though — to prioritize socialized health care,
push major action on climate change and break the issue on
immigration (and of course, defeat Trump). This election
is surely an interesting one and surely one each American
citizen should be keeping close tabs on.
Abby Martinson | voices.spectator@gmail.com

Captain Marvel criticism, yet another sign of sexism
By Rhiannon Pushchak
Contributing Writer

As a young girl growing up in the early 2000s, I looked
to comic books as an inspiration in becoming the woman I
have always wanted to be. But it wasn’t until very recently
that we had seen one of these heroes make an impact on
popular culture as we know it. “Captain Marvel” is one of
those films. And as has been the case for decades, people
have serious issues when a strong woman comes to the
forefront.
It started with the set photos of Brie Larson in her
Captain Marvel suit and continued after the first trailer was
released. One of the biggest complaints was that she “didn’t
smile enough.”
There is an argument about gender equality to be
had here. Note that the other male actors in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe were not instructed to “smile more,” in
fact, they were given critical acclaim for their performances,
smiling or not.
There was also an issue where people, reportedly middleaged men, wrote hundreds of negative reviews for the film
on Rotten Tomatoes well before its release.
Larson herself took to social media to voice her opinions
on these issues, and showed “internet trolls” just how
ridiculous they sound. She also made it a point to demand
diversity in the group of reporters that interviewed her for
the film, which was a very bold move that we need to see
more of. Larson is concerned with giving everyone a fair
shot, which is very admirable of her.
With that being said, Captain Marvel and its heavy
feminist themes are just what we needed, but it was a long
time coming. The film is very well done, near the top of my
list for best superhero films to date. But I believe we should
have seen this kind of equality a long time ago.
Rhiannon Pushchak | @edinboronow
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‘Captain Marvel’ has drawn criticism since trailers dropped,
but some of it is based on sexism, says our writer.

Should there be a violent video game tax? Pa is debating
By Beau Bruneau
Staff Writer

Video games have captivated young children since they were
first created. Every year, graphics cards and computer memory
gets better, consoles get smaller in size and games get larger in
scope. New games feature millions of fictitious worlds that nearly
look real, and violence in these worlds are no different.
Pennsylvania is in the middle of deciding on a “video game tax,”
which could add a 10 percent tax to “Mature 17+” and “Adults
Only 18+” games. According to republican representative Chris
Quinn, “This bill does not prohibit violent video games, instead
it simply provides a revenue stream; it tries to recoup some of the
societal costs, to help make our schools safer by taxing an industry
that has been shown to lead to violence.”
Let’s talk about this for a moment. I am an avid gamer — I have
played everything from “League of Legends” to “Grand Theft Auto
5.” In between those two titles are tons of violent games, and I
have never been violent like these video games portray. So, what
does Quinn mean by, “recoup some of the societal costs”? Since
acts of extreme violence in schools have been reoccurring, this
sounds like a good idea. Are games the real problem though?
I’ve played video games since I was five. The first game I played
was “Super Mario Brothers” for Nintendo, released in Japan in
1985 and as the ESRB (Entertainment Software Rating Board)

was not established until September 1994, the game was not
initially rated. As of now, Mario games have all been rated “E” for
everyone, and are considered a well-known, family-friendly series
of games.
There is a heavy fan-based theory, though, that Mario is all
about drugs. From a leaf that allows you to fly, to a mushroom that
makes you larger, the theory points out many references to what
a trip on drugs may feel like. That, along with jumping on turtles
and throwing them off of ledges, may have led to harsher ratings
had it come out today.
How are these games rated? When a game is ready to be rated,
the developer must send a detailed report with a video of the most
graphic content in the game. This includes the reward system,
storyline and any unlockables. A committee of seven full-time
raters then review the content and issue a rating. If the developer
does not like his rating, their only option is to fix the content.
Even in games like “Kingdom Hearts 3,” with a rating of “E10+,”
there’s gratuitous amounts of combat. The characters constantly
beat up other characters. Why are just the higher rated being
taxed if even an “E10+” is violent?
But again, is this a video game problem at all? A United
Kingdom scientist believes there’s no connection. After multiple
surveys of young teenagers, they found no viable evidence of a
link to violence and violent video games. How is taxing higherrated video games considered recouping some of the societal costs

if it’s not even the problem causing these costs? Does Pennsylvania
need a larger body of research before jumping to any conclusions?
It may. For instance, Quinn constructed the body of this bill
based on research findings from the National Center for Health
Research, which argue that there is indeed a link between video
games and violence. However, both the statement and Quinn omit
disclaimers such as mental illness and other such risk factors that
may influence behavior; therefore, more research may be required.
Adding a small tax to react to an issue, which might not even be
an issue, seems wrong. The bill would create a “Digital Protection
for School Safety Account” that would give money for school
safety measures around Pennsylvania.
While talking with NBC, Quinn said, “It’s not about censorship
but rather finding a new revenue stream.” Wait, was this not about
school safety? Does he just want to skim money off of gamers?
He goes on to say, “Many have concluded that violent video
games are a risk factor for potential violence.” How does that make
total sense when there is documented research that confirms that
video games are not a factor in violence? Or at the very least, one
would say that studies have conflicted.
What are your thoughts on the matter? Do you think video
games create violent individuals? Should higher-rated video
games be taxed to help fix the violence in schools issue?
Beau Bruneau | @edinboronow
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Supreme Court to decide if insanity defense Court says order allowing oil drilling
‘issued in error’
and unanimous jury are required nationwide in Everglades was
By David Fleshler
By David G. Savage
Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court
agreed Monday to resolve two long-standing
disputes and decide whether the Constitution
includes rights to the insanity defense and a
unanimous jury verdict of guilt.
Most states permit criminal defendants
to plead insanity and escape the full
punishment of the law on the grounds that
they did not know right from wrong at the
time of their crimes.
Kansas, however, says defendants may
cite a “mental disease or defect” as a partial
defense, but they may be found guilty
nonetheless if they intended to commit
violent crimes.
All but two states, Louisiana and Oregon,
require unanimous jury verdicts in criminal
cases.
The justices said Monday that they would
hear appeals from convicted murderers in
Kansas and Louisiana who contend that those
convictions were unconstitutional.
Voting to hear claims from convicted
criminals may seem somewhat surprising for
a more conservative Supreme Court. But it
may be in keeping with another recent ruling
that clarified that other constitutional rights
should apply to all states.
Last month, the justices resolved a similar
dispute by ruling that the Eighth Amendment
protects Americans from “excessive fines”
imposed by states and local governments,
including the seizure of a $42,000 Land Rover
for a $300 drug crime. In that case, Timbs v.
Indiana, the court, prodded by new Justices
Neil M. Gorsuch and Brett M. Kavanaugh _
said the time had passed for states to argue
that they did not have to abide by all parts of
the Bill of Rights.
The Sixth Amendment protects the “right
to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial
jury.” For most of American history, that has
been understood to require a jury verdict of
guilt based on a unanimous vote.
In 1972, the Supreme Court took up
the issue in an Oregon case, but issued a
splintered 4-1-4 decision. The result was that
juries in federal courts must be unanimous
to impose guilt, but states like Oregon and
Louisiana were free to uphold jury verdicts
that were less than unanimous.
In 2016, Evangelisto Ramos was convicted

on 10-2 jury verdict of murdering a
suspected prostitute in New Orleans. His
appeal argued that Louisiana’s rule allowing
non-unanimous jury verdicts was adopted
in 1898 for racist reasons, and it should be
overturned. The state’s attorneys urged the
court to deny the appeal and noted that the
state’s voters approved requiring unanimous
verdicts beginning this year. Nonetheless,
the Supreme Court said it would hear
Ramos v. Louisiana in the fall to decide
whether unanimous jury verdicts will be a
constitutional rule nationwide.
The court will also hear an appeal from
James Kahler, who shot and killed two of his
daughters, his ex-wife and her grandmother,
and sought to plead insanity. He claimed that
he had sunk into hopeless depression after
his marriage collapsed. But a state expert
testified that Kahler planned the murders. He
was convicted and sentenced to death, despite
his insanity plea.
His appeal in Kahler v. Kansas argues that
the insanity defense is a fundamental aspect
of American justice and cannot be restricted
or abolished by the states.
In Kansas, Kahler’s attorney argued, “it
is not a defense to criminal liability that
mental illness prevented the defendant from
knowing his actions were wrong. So long as
he knowingly killed a human being — even
if he did it because he believed the devil told
him to, or because a delusion convinced him
that his victim was trying to kill him, or
because he lacked the ability to control his
actions — he is guilty.”
His attorneys said Alaska, Montana, Idaho
and Utah have also limited the use of insanity
as a defense to a crime.
In a third criminal case, the justices will
decide whether Lee Boyd Malvo will serve
life in prison for his role in the 2002 sniper
shootings in the Washington, D.C., area.
John Allen Muhammad was convicted of the
shootings and executed in Virginia. Malvo,
who was then 17, was sentenced to life in
prison with no chance for parole.
The Supreme Court later put new limits
on life prison terms for those who commit
murders as a juvenile, and the court in
Mathena v. Malvo will decide whether those
rulings apply retroactively to those already
serving life terms. If Malvo prevails, he will
get a new sentencing hearing.

Sun Sentinel

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. — A state court said Monday afternoon that an order
affirming an oil drilling proposal for the Everglades had been “issued in error.”
Earlier Monday, the First District Court of Appeal posted an order that appeared to hand
a major legal victory to Kanter Real Estate LLC, which had proposed an exploratory well in
the Everglades of western Broward County.
The court order refused a request by the state of Florida to rehear the case, allowing to
stand its order that the state issue a permit for the well.
“Motion for rehearing en banc filed by the appellee, Florida Department of
Environmental Protection, on February 20, 2019, is denied,” the court said.
But later that afternoon, the court posted an announcement that said, “The Court’s order
dated March 18, 2019, is withdrawn as issued in error.”
Kanter Real Estate LLC, which owns about 20,000 acres in the Everglades, plans to drill
an exploratory well about six miles west of Miramar. Although the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection refused to issue a permit, the company challenged the denial and
won a series of court victories.
A three-judge panel of the First District Court of Appeal found in favor of the company
last month, ordering the state to issue a permit. Under Gov. Ron DeSantis, the state had
asked the full court to rehear the case, arguing that it was of high public importance.
The company, which represents the family of real estate pioneer Joseph Kanter, proposed
a single exploratory well about five miles west of U.S. 27 and 10 miles south of Alligator
Alley. A company oil expert has testified in court that there was a 23 percent chance
of finding oil, considered high by industry standards, and if oil were found, it could be
possible to extract 180,000 to 10 million barrels.
The decision does not exhaust the state’s options, which could include an appeal to the
Florida Supreme Court.
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Airboats skim over the Florida Everglades, a vast wetland flowing from Lake Okeechobee.

Outrage over tax breaks of parents in college
admissions scandal sparks calls for change
By Matt Stiles

Los Angeles Times
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US Capitol building at night in summer. White house building in the light of lanterns.

Homeland Security secretary connects New
Zealand mosque shooting to racist attacks in US
By Daniel Flatley
Bloomberg News

WASHINGTON — Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen connected Friday’s
New Zealand mosque attacks with acts of racist violence in the U.S., calling the perpetrators
“domestic terrorists” and saying they’re an increasing concern for her agency.
Nielsen drew a line on Monday between the New Zealand attacks, in a which a gunman
who espoused hatred of Muslims killed 50 people at two mosques, and three attacks in the
U.S. that authorities have blamed on racism or bigotry.
“We, too, have seen the face of such evil with attacks in places such as Charlottesville,
Pittsburgh and Charleston,” Nielsen said in a speech at George Washington University in
Washington.
One counter-protester was killed at a white supremacist rally in Charlottesville, Va., in
August 2017. Attacks at a Pittsburgh synagogue in 2018 and a predominantly black church in
Charleston, S.C., in 2015 killed 11 and nine people, respectively.
Nielsen’s remarks connecting the New Zealand attack and incidents of racial violence in
the U.S. contrasted with the reaction of her boss, President Donald Trump. He told reporters
on Friday at the White House that he doesn’t consider “white nationalism” to be a growing
threat.
“I don’t really,” Trump said. “I think it’s a small group of people that have very, very
serious problems. I guess if you look at what happened in New Zealand, perhaps that’s the
case.”
He has previously equivocated about violence by American white supremacists. After the
Charlottesville incident, he drew public outrage by saying that there were “very fine people
on both sides.”
Nielsen on Monday pledged that her department would seek to prevent attacks like the
New Zealand incident.
“They are using the same do-it-yourself, mass-murder tactics as we saw with the horrible
assault last week in New Zealand against Muslim worshippers,” Nielsen said. “Attacks on
peaceful people in their places of worship are abhorrent.”
“We spend more and more of our time talking about domestic terrorism,” she said in an
interview following her speech.
Nielsen also said that her department is working with private companies to take down
extremist content online and to provide “off ramps” for people who might be susceptible to
persuasion by such material.

LOS ANGELES — Tax breaks resulting
from charitable donations to universities
and colleges could be receiving new scrutiny
in Washington after the largest admissions
cheating scandal in U.S. history.
U.S. Sen. Ron Wyden, a powerful member
of a legislative committee over national tax
policy, said he would seek to ban deductions
for donations to schools such as the University
of Southern California, UCLA and others that
raise private money to fund infrastructure,
research and scholarships.
Wyden’s proposed legislation, which would
apply only to donations from parents while
their children are seeking admission to a
school, aims to eliminate what he called a
“back door” benefit with inestimable value for
the wealthiest families.
“Middle-class families don’t have access
to this back door for their children,” Wyden,
D-Ore., said in a statement. “If the wealthy
want to grease the skids, they shouldn’t be able
to do so at the expense of American taxpayers.”
His proposal comes after a federal
investigation last week revealed a massive
admissions scandal involving elite schools
such as UCLA, USC, Stanford, Yale and
Georgetown. Federal prosecutors allege that
wealthy parents, including two Hollywood
actresses, paid to help their children cheat on
entrance exams or falsify athletics records to
help them gain admission.
The scheme began in 2011 and was propelled
by the owner of a for-profit Newport Beach
college admissions company.
Some of the parents disguised their
alleged bribes as charitable donations to a
nonprofit controlled by the man prosecutors
say masterminded the scheme. That allowed
the donors to then claim deductions on
their income taxes, according to the Internal
Revenue Service.
It’s unclear whether prosecutors have
evidence that university foundations, which
would be targeted by Wyden’s suggested
legislation, were directly involved in the case,
however.
Although some receive public funding,
many universities are structured as nonprofits
or have associated foundations, allowing
their gifts and donations to be classified as
charitable under the federal tax code.
The Campaign for USC, for example, is
raising billions of dollars in tax-deductible gifts

from more than 400,000 donors, according
to the university, to fund investments in
infrastructure, research and scholarships.
Similarly, the UCLA Foundation is that
university’s charitable arm. Its website
publishes the foundation’s identification
number with the Internal Revenue Service so
that donors can seek a deduction.
“The best way for UCLA to preserve our
public interest is through private support,” its
website reads.
California Gov. Gavin Newsom, during a
national media tour to defend his decision to
ban death row executions, on Friday decried
“legal bribery” in the college admissions
process, including favors given to big donors.
Newsom said the college admission system
favors all “people of wealth and privilege,” not
just those who were indicted in the scandal.
That includes influential politicians.
The Democratic governor did not propose
any new policies to address the issue, saying
that “we’ve got to reflect on this in a much
deeper way” before taking action.

Photo: John Rudoff/Sipa USA/TNS

Sen. Ron Wyden, Oregon’s senior Senator,
speaks at north Waterfront Park in
Portland on Nov. 8, 2018.
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‘Clear similarities’ cited between
Bodies of Christchurch attack
victims to be returned to families Ethiopian and Indonesian plane crashes
By Jule Scherer
DPA

WELLINGTON, New Zealand — The bodies of those killed in the deadly shootings at
two mosques in Christchurch will begin to be returned to relatives starting Sunday night,
New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has said.
The expectation was that all bodies would be returned by Wednesday, she added.
Christchurch Mayor Lianne Dalziel said earlier that council staff has been working on
preparing grave sites so burials can occur as soon as possible, in line with the requirements
and sensitivities of the Islamic religion.
Adern also confirmed that her office received a manifesto sent by the man suspected of
slaying 50 people and injuring the same number on Friday just nine minutes before the first
attack began.
“The email contained his manifesto, but no details of the attacks or even their location in
New Zealand,” she said.
The staff member in the prime minister’s office responsible for checking that email sent
the email to Parliament Security marked urgent within two minutes. Ardern’s office earlier
confirmed that the email was also sent to a large number of news media outlets and other
politicians.
The 28-year-old Australian who was charged with murder on Saturday would not be
extradited to his home country, Ardern said.
“He will certainly face the justice system of New Zealand for the terrorist attack he has
committed here,” she said.
Ardern’s Cabinet would start discussing possible changes to New Zealand’s gun laws.
“We cannot be deterred from the work that we need to do on our gun laws,” she added.
A delegation from the Turkish government including Vice President Fuat Oktay and
Foreign Affairs Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu will arrive in Christchurch on Monday.
“They will meet members of the Muslim community, take an opportunity to lay f lowers
and wreaths and meet government representatives,” New Zealand Foreign Affairs Minister
Winston Peters said in a statement.
On Sunday afternoon there were still 34 patients who were injured in the attack in
Christchurch Hospital, including 12 who were still in intensive care in a critical condition,
the chief executive of Canterbury District Health Board said.
Among the injured was also a 4-year-old girl who was taken to Auckland’s Starship
Children’s Hospital in a critical condition.
Police Commissioner Mike Bush said earlier the suspect was the only person charged in
the connection with the attack.

By Elias Meseret
DPA

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia — There are
“clear similarities” between the Ethiopian
Airlines crash that killed 157 people last
week and the Lion Air crash in October,
which involved the same aircraft model,
Ethiopia’s transport minister said Sunday.
Dagmawit Moges cited information from
the flight data recorder of the Boeing 737
MAX 8, which crashed shortly after takeoff
from Addis Ababa March 10.
The recorder was found “in a good
condition that enabled us to extract almost
all the data inside,” Moges said.
Moges said “detailed information” would
be released within a month.
The accident was the second fatal crash
of a Boeing 737 MAX 8 in five months. A
Lion Air flight crashed into the Java Sea off
Indonesia shortly after takeoff in October,
killing 189 people.

No one survived either crash.
Several countries and airlines issued
grounded the Boeing 737 MAX 8 model after
the Ethiopian crash.
Ethiopia has enlisted the help of French
experts in processing the contents of the
flight data and voice recorders.
The relatively new Boeing plane crashed
with such force that it could take up to
six months to identify the remains of the
victims, Moges said.
Officials have collected DNA samples
from the victims’ relatives that will help an
international team of experts identify the
victims.
Thousands of people, including many
family members, attended a funeral for the
victims in Ethiopia Sunday.
Seventeen empty coffins were displayed
in the Ethiopian capital’s Holy Trinity
Cathedral. Each coffin draped in the East
African country’s flag, symbolized one of the
Ethiopian victims.
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Mourners carry portraits of victims of the crashed Ethiopian Airlines Flight ET 302
during the mass funeral at Holy Trinity Cathedral in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Polish Catholic Church releases
report on child sex abuse by priests
DPA
Photo: Jaimi Chisholm/Getty Images/TNS

A number of Melbourne’s landmarks are lit up in the New Zealand flag colors.

5 of 6 most violent cities
in the world are in Mexico
By Kate Linthicum
Los Angeles Times

MEXICO CITY — Tijuana was the most
violent city in the world in 2018, according
a new report by a Mexican nonprofit group
that ranked cities based on their homicide
rates. The report by the Citizens’ Council for
Public Security and Criminal Justice found
that five out of six of the world’s most violent
municipalities were in Mexico, where homicides
have risen to historic levels in recent years amid
a military-led war against criminal groups.
In Tijuana, where local gangs have been
battling over a lucrative domestic drug market,
the report tallied 138 killings per 100,000
residents last year, or about seven killings on
average per day. The Mexican resort city of
Acapulco was in second place, with 111 killings
per 100,000 people. Caracas, the Venezuelan
capital, which has been beset by crime and food
shortages amid the country’s ongoing political
crisis, was in third place with 100 killings per
100,000 people.
The fourth and fifth most violent cities,
according to the Citizens’ Council, were two
Mexican border cities: Ciudad Victoria, in the
state of Tamaulipas, and Ciudad Juarez, in the
state of Chihuahua. Irapuato, a city in the state
of Guanajuato that has been the site of fierce
battles over control of stolen gasoline, is sixth
on the list. There were 15 Mexican cities on the
list of 50, more than any other country in the
world.
The report paints a picture of a nation in
crisis, and calls into question the efficacy of
Mexico’s militaristic approach to fighting crime.
Since 2006, when then-President Felipe
Calderon declared war on the country’s drug
traffickers, a combination of soldiers, marines
and federal police have taken to the streets
to break up powerful cartels. While the socalled “kingpin” strategy proved successful in
weakening some groups, it also unwittingly
spawned new ones who sought to capitalize on
the disruption.
Many of those newer groups have branched
into businesses beyond drug trafficking and are
now involved in fuel theft, migrant smuggling,
local drug sales and other forms of illicit
activity.
Mexico’s new president, Andres Manuel
Lopez Obrador, campaigned on a promise of
pacification, criticizing Calderon for converting
“the country into a cemetery.” The militaryled strategy was maintained under Calderon’s

successor, Enrique Pena Nieto, the predecessor
of Lopez Obrador.
As a candidate, Lopez Obrador pledged to
use economic development, not the military,
to address the root causes of crime. He also
proposed a controversial amnesty plan that
would allow some nonviolent criminals to walk
free.
Lopez Obrador made headlines shortly after
he was sworn into office when he declared
“there is officially no more war” against
criminal groups. Still, he recently sent a large
battalion of soldiers to Tijuana and has pushed
for the creation of a 70,000-member national
guard to help restore public safety.
Critics say that a national guard, which would
be made up of ex-soldiers and marines and
report in part to the Defense Ministry, would
simply be a continuation of the militaristic
strategy criticized by Lopez Obrador. What is
needed, they say, is more training for police and
investments in the justice system. Government
statistics show that only about 7 percent of all
crimes are properly investigated and about 2
percent result in convictions.
Lopez Obrador says the national guard would
be different than the military because unlike the
armed forces, it would have the mandate and
capacity to assist in criminal investigations.
Violence in Mexico has come under added
scrutiny in recent months since the U.S. began
sending some Central American migrants who
have applied for political asylum back to Mexico
to await rulings in their cases. The program
began in Tijuana and is expected to expand to
other border cities.
Migrant advocates on both sides of
the border decried the program after two
Honduran teens were killed in Tijuana late
last year while waiting to cross into the U.S.,
and after more than two dozen migrants were
kidnapped off buses in Tamaulipas in recent
weeks, not far from the U.S. border.
In recent months, President Donald Trump
has pointed to rising levels of violence in
Mexico as justification for construction of a
border wall between the two countries.
The U.S. has long played a prominent role
in Mexico’s militaristic approach to crime
fighting. Since 2008, the U.S. has appropriated
more than $2.6 billion for the Merida Initiative,
a partnership with the Mexican government
aimed at disrupting organized crime and
reforming Mexico’s ailing police and justice
systems.

WARSAW — A total of 382 Catholic clerics
in Poland have sexually abused children and
minors over the past 30 years, the country’s
Bishops’ Conference admitted in a report
released on Thursday.
Figures showed clerics had attacked around
650 children and minors between 1990 and
the middle of last year, according to the
report, which was compiled using data from
dioceses and religious orders around the
country.
The majority of victims, 345, were under the
age of 15 and 58.4 percent of them were boys.
Archbishop Wojciech Polak, Poland’s top
Catholic cleric, expressed “pain, shame and
guilt” over the findings of the report.
However victims’ groups accused the

Church of continuing to protect pedophile
priests and complained that there was not
enough information given about the role of
bishops in covering up their crimes.
They also demanded to know whether the
information on known sex offenders had been
handed over to police.
The Catholic Church has been rocked by
child sex abuse scandals around the world
in recent years and has repeatedly faced
allegations that the scope of the crimes was
covered up.
A major international conference was held
at the Vatican in February to address the issue.
However the Church in Poland, where 90
percent of the population is Catholic and there
are continued reports of pedophile priests,
has until now failed to undertake any more
thorough probe of the problem.

Theresa May wins UK Parliament’s
backing for her plan to delay Brexit
By Tim Ross

Bloomberg News
LONDON — U.K. Prime Minister
Theresa May enjoyed a rare good day in
Parliament, fighting off her opponents
and winning the endorsement of British
politicians to seek to delay Brexit day.
The result on Thursday means her Brexit
plan — which has twice been rejected by
huge majorities in the House of Commons
— is still in play.
The House of Commons voted 412 to
202 to support May’s motion, which as
well as calling for a delay also reveals
May’s strategy for getting her unpopular
deal approved. She is offering members of
Parliament a choice between backing her
deal and delivering Brexit with a short delay,
or risk being trapped in a long extension
with terms set by the bloc.
In another tactical move on Thursday,
May also promised lawmakers that if her

deal isn’t approved next week, she will
give Parliament the chance to take over on
March 25. That’s another threat to the proBrexit hardliners whose support she needs
to get her deal over the line.
Thursday’s votes represent a welcome
piece of good news for the British leader,
after a bruising three days in which her
political authority appeared to drain away.
Her escape was narrow. An earlier
rebellion from her own side meant May only
defeated an attempt to take control over
what happens next out of her hands by the
slimmest of margins. The proposal, from
Labour politician Hilary Benn, was defeated
by 314 votes to 312.
The EU has suggested it’s open to putting
back the U.K.’s departure until late May,
although there’s no unified position among
European leaders and officials say they
will need Britain to give a clear reason for
delaying.
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Brexit supporters protest outside Parliament on Wednesday, March 13 in London.

